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3rl h- — A apartments Such 

views!*, 

Bravo, Alfred 
k can't sing, read a line or play a note. Yet, it's the new star of 
the Lincoln Center neighborhood. 

It's The Alfred, a free-standing 38-story condominium tower, 
rising directly across the street from Lincoln Center. Just 
opened, it's playing to rave reviews. 

‘i didr/t believe such park and river views still existed?' “The 
wood-and-teather lobby is a stunning scene stealer.” "The 
security measures deserve a standing ovation,” “The recrea¬ 
tional facilities—especially the 75' U.S* records length indoor 
pool—are a tour de force.” 

Who arc the people saying nice things about us? The astute 

buyers who bought apartments at pre-completion prices. But don't 
take their word for it* Sec if we measure up to your high standards. 

Pre-completion prices: One bedrooms from $229,000/Duplexes 
from $318,000/Two bedrooms from $331,000/Three bedrooms 
from $452,000* * Priors jtibjarr to change 

to'trfinur notice. Special financing a vail able. 
Call our sales office, 212-956-3999, 
to schedule an appointment to see 
our furnished model today. 
The Alfred, 161 West 61 THE NEW CONDOMINIUM THAT’S 
C m r me e T i nf'rAn C'^n. r*r STEPS AWAY FROM UNCOLNCENTER 
Street across from Lincoln Center* M1LES AHEAD OF ANYTHING ELSE. 

Developed by the owners and nnsndgers of the famous Doral Hotels. Sponsor CMC Company If. The complete offering terms ore in on offering plan from Sponsor. 
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The 
1980s 
Just 
Ended 

THE 1980S JUST ENDED EARLY, A DECADE IS 
DONE, THE ZEITGEIST IS SHIFTING, AND WE 
COULDN'T BE MORE PLEASED. ALL IN ONE BRIEF, 
blissful orgy of revelations, the big boys with the magic touch 
have been caught in the act; Ivan Boesky, the personification 
of private sector a-go¬ 
er i min ally greedy, and 
sees that Ronald Reagan, 
Decade, is dangerously 
even a liar. Such fun! 
daydream (1981-86) that 
antidote to the long na- 

admits hes 
everyone finally 
the Guy of the 
dumb, and maybe 
The long national 
had been the 
tional nightmare 

(Watergate) is over. Rise and shine. ^ Conviction ol the 
Mafias management committee was nifty, too, but why is it 
that only Italian-American crookedness is called organized? 
Okay, Leona Helmsley doesn't, as far as we know, run 
numbers or sell heroin, but her alleged scheme to avoid 
paying sales tax on jewels sounds damned well organized to 
■ us* No, Henry Kissinger doesn’t sell cement or have 

]? -.ov■ 

7 his enemies rubbed out (well, not since Cambodia, 
anyway, and that was a long time ago), but according 

to former Bulgari employees interviewed by The Village 
Voice, Kissinger was a beneficiary of the same tax-free 
jewelry trick* :k “May those who read my book,51 Boesky 
wrote in Merger Mania, “gain some understanding of the 
opportunity which exists uniquely in this great land/' This 
is one patriotic fellow. Indeed, we have it from a 
reliable source that in his office, opposite the bank 
of video monitors on which he scrutinized his 
underlings, Boesky had Old Glory as well as the 
Israeli flag hanging proudly. And the civic spirit 
didn’t stop there. I.ike his erstwhile co-conspirator Dennis 
Levine, Boesky, it turns out, was a campaign contributor to 
Senator Altonsc D/Amato—a man who has built a political 
career on buddying up to crooks just before they get caught, 
-k If vouVe like us, you find yourself taking your lead on most 
political matters from Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini. He has 
a way with words ant! an impish joie tie vivre that remind us 
of the way President Reagan used to be. Although Khomeini 
criticized the Irani officials who bought missiles from the 

.„ U.S, tor being too “Satan-oriented” (and that asm 

£■, M i. I, ■ . L-.'V. 

hSgBsglk '5S 

“t- 

■ ’ whole devil-centered life-style of theirs concerns 
us too)*,, he was delighted by the resulting 
American political brouhaha. “One thing I 
congratulate everyone on is the great explosion 
which has occurred in Washington s Black 
House/’ Khomeini said, demonstrating the clever 
wordplay for which he is famous, “and the very 
important scandal which has gripped leaders of 
America.’’ -k Murph the Surf, the second-story 
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WALLENGREN / USA 

A Gallery of American Decorative Art 

in Sol In 

“2 Thompson Strccr New York* X. Y. IfJtltZ C12)-966-I266 

Downtown/Soho/Tribeca 

A Bar and Restaurant 

two eleven 
Franklin St and West Broadway NYC 925-7202 

sharpie who stole the Star of India sapphire 

(and, more intriguing, was once accused of 

beating up Eva Gabor), has won his parole 

at just the right moment. The return of 

Murph, the most notorious jewel huff in 

America, to an upright life should give hope 

and inspiration to Helmsley, Kissinger and 

the rest of what we like to call the Bulgari 

gang. Murph, like President Reagan and 

the Ayatollah Khomeini, claims now to be a 

man divinely inspired, Furthermore, like 

Reagan’s (in Grenada) and Khomeinis (in 

Iraq), Murph s holy crusade takes the form 

of invasion: just before Christmas, Murph 

was to be part of something called the Na¬ 

tional Prison Invasion, in which 30,000 

Christians marched into penitentiaries all 

over America to convert the wicked. 

In honor of this year’s 200th anniversary 

of the Constitution, Warren Burger wants 

to print 50 million pocket-size copies oi the 

document and offer them for sale at super¬ 

market checkout stands everywhere. This 

could be a marketing mistake. Warren 

burger may never have been to a supermar¬ 

ket checkout stand before. He may not real¬ 

ize that he s going to lie putting the 7 articles 
and 26 amendments in direct free-market 

competition with The Globe, Self and rec¬ 

ipes for cakes made entirely of pink icing. 

here, honey, the frowsy woman at the 

register is supposed to say to her husband, 

an 84-year-old grandma gave birth to a 

baby Bigfoot—and its unconstitutional 

for the Senate to originate an appropriations 

bill 

This is a citizenry, after all, that has just 
put the actor who played Gopher on The 

Love Boat in the House of Representatives. 

And by the way, now' that he's there, maybe 

he can launch some special congressional in¬ 

vestigations. Okay, first Erik {CHiPs) Estra¬ 

da s godfather is murdered—and his body 

is found alongside some kind ol altar, next 

to a machete, some dead chickens and a live 

chicken. Then the 54-year-old California 
man who was the model for the Big Boy 

statue dies—right after the Big Boy compa¬ 

ny announced it was cutting back on the 

statues. Coincidence? Voodoo! 

Forgive the frenzy. But all at once, at the 

end of I cocaine, the drug of the decade, 

came to be seen even by sophisticates as an 

ugly habit; Lome Michaels, the creator of 

Saturday Night Live and thus the cultural 

impresario of the decade, prepared ro write 

a movie (Women, Money and Restaurants) 

that sounds like a memoir; and the New 

York State Board of Regents decided that 

Sun Myung Moon, the guru ol the decade, 

has become establishment enough to grant 

bona fide master's degrees. 

See? We told you the ’8Us were over. J) 
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Dear EihtorsI hanks for the opportunity 

fl to write letters to the editor 

of The Sew Yorker. Hut where is the letters 

column in SPY? 

What I want to know is, where is the story 

on a fancy Philadelphia society wedding? And 

why isn’t Sidney Kidd listed on your mast- 

head as editor emeritus, or founder? I he sly 

reference on page 56 of the November issue 

isn’t enough, 

David />, Pm away 

Brooklyn, Sew York 

\ Jf Alt f, 11] l( sits j.*li[ tieuLirlv ln^oyed (aiid 

■ chortled over) the cub re¬ 

porter interviews |“Meet the Press’"| by Erie 

Kaplan. 

I Joes the H eisenberg Uncertainty Principle 

have anything to do with volatile reporting: 

Or journalistic folly? 

Lisa Kaston 

Sew York 

DfcAk Editors V lease cancel this pseudo- 

I tongue-in-cheek* sup¬ 

posedly impish piece ol driveh 

Louisa Card DcPaula 

Lett* Gardens, Sew York 

OK ar FjjitoKs I 'm sorry to say that I do not 

■care for your magazine. It is 

not only overpriced, it is also boring, 

Angela 7. Pine Hi 

/ /illsboro ugh, Senj /trsey 

1)1 YU FIJITORS I he first issue prompted me 

■ to make a frantic appoint¬ 

ment with my eye doctor. Any magazine that 

requires a magnilying glass to read T he Fine 

Print—not to mention the pica-size print in 

the other articles—is not for me. I realize that 

this was die first issue, hut I’m amazed that 

you would allow it to he issued before there 

was a dressing-down of all departments. 

Compare a copy ol Vamty fair fS2) with Niw 

(62.50), and need I say anything further? 

Harold Mattsson 

Sew York 

Dear FnrniRsUUhen will yuur article on 

Ww Jerzy Kosinski appear— 

or did you merely dangle him as bait, know¬ 

ing that notoriety draws interest? 

And ii l wish to become a lash ion designer, 

can 1 still expect advice and guidance from 

your magazine2 

Am I to assume that the Ten Most Embar¬ 

rassing New Yorkers are also the Ten Most 

Ambitious Social Climbers? As the huge ma¬ 

jority of New Yorkers arc social climbers, can 

ihc practice be deemed embarrassing? 
Please enlighten me on the questions posed 

above. 1 think your magazine, advertised as 

charming and acerbic, should also be forth¬ 

coming, ,.. 

Peter F. Skinner 

Sew York 

For advice on becoming a designer, set So tim¬ 

ber ("Can Anyone Be a Fashion Designer?"), 

Fm a diseunion of Sett' Yorkf* social climbers, 

set page 56 of this issue. Fat a glimpse of Jerzy 

Kosinski. just wait. 

Dear Flnrmlcsl want to thank David Han- 
1 deiman lor exposing Mr, 

Cosby. 1 mean, I stopped watching [he Cosby 

Show before Christmas of its first season. And 
1 have long since been using his commercials 

as bathroom and snack breaks. Bui trying to 

get us to believe that he needs li. R E lutton to 

be able to pay for his children s college educa¬ 

tion-—well, that was the last straw. For hell s 

sake, Cos, why bother with F, F, Hutton 

when my mattress is jusr as safe a bet, consid¬ 

ering your wealth—-which, from the evi¬ 

dence, you often do. * ¥ 

Thank you, Mr, Handelman. 

Hut Wander fi 

11 diet ton n. A! us such usetts 

Dear Kditors^RY is terrific. The graph- 

U lcs: absolute slut. So pre 

cions. So self-conscious. So challenging tu one 

who wants to read without being arted to 

death. 

And, according to Ad week* these design di¬ 

rectors had magazine experience? Why didn't 

they stay with the magazines that provided 

the experience? 

Trade ’em in. 

Sheldon S. Sue ft s 

Sew York 

DEAR EDITORS I am enjoying your maga- 
1 zinc very much. In general, 

I think your existential position re The Sew 

Yoijfcr, fashion, etc,* is so right on that it hg- 

urcs in mv dreams, * 

Faye Levine 

Sew York 

SPY welcomes letters from ns readers. Address 

correspondence to NUY, The Turk Building, 295 

Lafayette Street, Sew York- S.Y 19012* Please 

include your daytime phone number, .v 
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Winning 

and Losing the 

Nobel Prize 

We've already heard the 
stories of Elie WiawTs 

long, weasel ly campaign 

far his Nobel Peace 

Prize, But SPr has now 

learned that the 

1986 prize did not at first 
go to Wiesel at all. In 

fact, the Nobel 
committee's first 

choice was Brian 

Urquhart, the Briton 

who retired last year os 

the United Nations' 
under-secretary-general. 

Hie decision in favor 

of Urquhart was 
reversed, apparently, 

only after o ferocious 
last-ditch campaign by 

Wiesel partisans. Indeed, 
Norwegian reporters 

were told unequivocally 

by their Nobel sources 

that Urquhart was the 
winner, and they'd 
already made 

arrangements to 
interview him. D 

l 

the Monthly 

WALL STREET SCORECARD 

t’s always a shame when a few rotten 

apples spoil the iun lor everyone. Sadly, because of the 

Bocsky revelations, the public believes that Wall Street 

is thoroughly rotten. It simply isn’t so. We prepared the 

lists below to show that many ruthless capitalists^ play 

fair. And if by some mischance a few more people 

should slip into the left-hand column by being indicted 

or charged with securities crimes, remember—an in¬ 

dictment doesn't necessarily mean these people arc 

guilty. It just means the government and a grand jury 

firmly believe they are. Thais all. 

Major Financiers 

Major Financiers and Traders Not 

and Traders Charged Charged with 

with Securities Crimes Securities Crimes 

Ivan Bocsky Sid Bass 

Dennis Levine Sam Bdzbcrg 

Asher Edclman 

fames Goldsmith 

Carl Icahn 
Irwin Jacobs 

Boyd Jefferies 
Michael Milken 

Ronald Pert! man 

T. Boone Pickens 

Martin Siegd 

Saul Steinberg 

THE ILLUSTRATED HISTORY OF NEW YORK, PART IV 

C o n 

195^ !^fc>oS lf]°S 

C Kotolat e 
Heart 

N/o 

He^rT 
Cl ^ 0 S~ No /?o 

f> « eg -€ S 

* by Jamie Aiaknowit^i 

THE WONDERFUL 

WORLD OF FINE 

DINING 

The restaurant violations 

listed represent conditions at 

the time of the inspections, 

not those that diners will 

nec essarily find now, 

FOREST & SEA TOO 

RESTAURANT 

J!TnJ Broadway 

Inspectors found that the 

fan guards, sliccn Litton 

micrmmve and refrigerator 

shelving were encrusted 

with old food. Also* the 

food protect ion certificate 

was not available, r«r 

THE GREAT AMERICAN 

HEALTH BAR 
30 West 48th Street 

Quiche and ha fed ztti tcere 

aton'd on the range shelf 

and atop the toaster in the 

ftlchen at 120 degrees; they 

were ordered returned to 

either the refrigerator or 

the oven. Tuna and egg 

sa lads uvre stored on a cold 

table at 70 degrees; they 

aere ordered to be put into 

the refrigerator There were 

holes in the floors and walls 

throughout the premises, 

the rent hood was dust- 

and grease daden, and used 

soda cans were stored on 

the floor of the basement 

storeroom. ^ 

TORTS FROM THE 

STATE COURTS 

Case No. 01667 

Rodney Datigerjteld and 

Taper Clip Productions 

Inc. v. NBC Sports 

Cornedia n Rodney 

Dangerfield contends that 

he u as approached in 

November 1985 by NBC 

Sports producer John 

Filippelli, who invited him 

to participate in NBC's 

pregame and halftime 

shows of the Super Bowl, 

whwh uas played on 

January 26, 1986. 

Dangef ield, realizing this 

to be ' valuable media 

exposure time," proposed 

that he and his company. 

Paper Clip Productions 

Inc. (PPIL produce tun 

features,, one oj them three 

minutes long, and the other 

one minute long. 

Danger field was to deliver 

scripts for NBC's approval 

by January 6. According to 

the complainant, the 

agreement between 

Dangerfield and NBC said. 

If the features as deliveied 

arc accepted by NBC as 

complying with she scripts, 

NBC would air the three 

minute feature during the 

last 45 minutes of the 

Super bowl jsicj pre-game 

program and the one 

minute feature during the 

Sit pet bon >1 ha If si me 

program, wish a 15 second 

lead-in, and a 15-second 

lead-out. r Tor this. NBC 

would pay 5UK000. 

Da ngcrfield con Sends 

that she scripts ttere 

submitted by the sixth, that 

they acre approved by 

Filippelli and executive 

produce) Afif^e [letsman, 

that his company produced 

the two tapes at a cost of 

more than $50,000. that 

Filippelli was present 

during the entire shooting 

on January 9, shat a master 

tape was delivered to NBC 

by January If that it was 

rei eived enth ustastically 

and that the finished tapes 

mSft FEBRUARY 1987 



tt iere delivered h\ fa unary 20. 

On Jamuoy 22, 

bilippeUi informed 

Dangerfteld that NBC had 

decided to kill the one- 

minute -spot and that the 

three-minute spot was in 

jeopardy as well, 

Ottngerfield immediately 

requested an mficnttion to 

force NBC to s un both 

spots, On Super Howl 

Sunday, an!\ the thvet 

minute spot tun. 

NBC contends that 

"upon viewwg both 

feat uses it concluded that 

they were unacceptable" 

and "did not meet NHC 

broadcast standards2 and 

that 'despite its posts 

quality NhC as red the 

three minute feature.” 

A HC claims it never 

approved the tapes in the 

fast place. 

Dangerfield is suing for 

S 7.25 million in damages, 

\o trial date has been set. 

Case No, 08014 
(ieoryr Ionian r. Cy ndf 

La it per, 65 li'est 

Entertainment Cm im. Et 
AL 

In os- around Lehman 

19 79, Geotge Jordan eras 

hired by Cyndi Lauper to 

be the stage manager for 

her band, Blue Angel, 

for dan contends that he 

tuns generally the only crest' 

member that he {coi ned 

long hours performing 

nearly all of the band’s 

support task,*, including 

setting up equipment and 

cleaning bathrooms. He 

performed this uxa f for 

up pi oxima tel \ 5 / 00 a 

neck, with the 

understanding that he 

nvuld share the band’s 

profits if it became 

successful. Jordan 

continued to perform these 

servic es jot Lauper even 

after Blue Angel broke up, 

during the period l jmper 

recorded the hugely 

successful She's So Unusual 

U on On tied on page Hf 

Separated at Birth.5 

Ellen Burstyn... ..and Louise Fletcher? 

,,.and Eve Arden? 

Zbigniew Brzexinski,,. 

Simone Signoret... w.and Ellen Barton? 

...and Jim Bouton? 

Letters to the Editor of 

The New Yorker 

Dear Mr, Shawn, 

I don't suppose you expected to see a letter from one of 

your own employees, but there’s something that's been 

bothering me for some time now. Why the colored col¬ 

umn on the left of every cover? What does it mean? And 

n n doesn't serve any purpose, why do wc do it? 

Anonymous Xetv Yorker employee 

New' York 

The border\ ivc claim, is not on every cover. Sometimes, wc 

add helpfully, the artist will include the border on the illus¬ 

tration itself. In short, nr acknowledge, ur don't know 

what it means, and when we do it, ft r don't know why. 

Dear Mr, Shawn, 

The report by Philip B, in the November 3 Talk of the 

down made some discerning points I’d like to support. 

He admires the Feehes because they wear cool clothes, 

mdud mg “basketball sneakers'; he can't stand bands that 

wear “tasteless r gear, including "high-top sneakers," 

I know just what he means. 1 love groups that wear 

sweaters, but 1 hate ones that wear those woolly pullover 

things with no buttons on the front. 

Mark Lass well 

Dear Mr. Shawn, 
New York 

The New Yorker has never, in its 62 years of existence, 

published a list of its staff members. Every other publi¬ 

cation in the world does. Why not your Don't readers 

have a right to know who produces the magazine! Fm 

all for tradition and mystery and saving paper, but isn’t 

it about time you printed a masthead? 

Henry Possett 

New York 

Well- all right. Turn the page. 

SPY welcomes letters to the editor of The New Yorker, Ad¬ 

dress letters to "Dear Mister Shawn,” do SPY, The Puck 

Building, 295 luifayette Street, New York- 2Y.Y. 10012. .-■) 
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us itspend "logic and "enjoy" these actual snippets "of 

New York street signage. 

ALL LEATHER t.i m.JI>S BEJJ iW ( < »N'] TRILL" 

—Sabs a 11 Shuts, 44th Street and Third Avenue 

MARTIN'S I HE KR . DIFEEKEINHE!" 

—Martin's Drug Store, list Street and Third . I venue 

WE RE SURRY Jll J VVk WILL MU WE." I IMS 

EVEN I N't! A I S; ^1 

"V I.S VV| HAVE El HMTLkK" 

YES WE HAV E SPANISH RECORDS1 

Helpline Thrift Shop. 27th Street and Third Avenue 

PitJNEEK "SLASHES" PR It hs ()N WINES: "SUPER" SALE 

Pioneer Discount Liquors, 24th Street and Third 

Avenue 

fOML WELCOMES" N Y-PU REt'RUTS 

fund Smoke Shop, 20th Street and Third Men tie 

VVK HAVE Cf H.l > BEER AM) "COLD SOI )A'r 

"SANDWICHES" Tf MR) 

Karl Ehmer Deli, 2(hh Street and Third Avenue 

PR ESI I -SALADS” MADE Tt i ORDER 

—Arnold’s Deh, ISth Street and Third . hr mu 

SPECIAL -2" Et ,< ;s Wi n i I tf JMI FRIES, t '£ ll-J-EE. 

—East Tttefve St. Deli, 12th Street and Thud Avenue 

llelbtei 2 Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary says ijuutJt- 

tion marks can he used to enclose the following: direct 

quotations; words or phrase?. borrowed from others; 

words used in a special way; slang words being intru- 

duced into formal writing; and titles of things. 

At NYLTs Linguistics Department, a receptionist 

said, 1 'T'hats really a matter lor the Lnglish Depart¬ 

ment. It sounds like a prescriptive problem; we re more 

theoretical 

Brian Culver, who leaches English at NYU. said, 

“My only explanation would be that people use [quota¬ 

tion marks] pretty freely these days- as a title or to 

bring attention to something/ 

The manager at the Karl F.hmer Ddt said, "A part- 

lime worker made the sign for me." —Peter Finch 
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" I-ite with stqry 

Pn-,1 111 1972, hut hi* f.iiiuius drawing is, still pressed into servH.e each vear 

for the February anniversary-issue cuVef 

if 
Sisterhood is powerful 

year ii^oSu Hie Binghams family finally 

sold their newspaper business, the Couricr- 

Jourinl 4ii Luuisville Times Cumpaiiy, tor sev¬ 

eral hunt!red million dollars. Sullies share 

was around S45 million. 

Six months ago SulIlc Bingham appeared 

on the cover of Ms. magazine (THE woman 

WHHOVEKTURNEP AN EMPIRE), illustrating a 

packageot stories on the very special misery of 

being- -sing the bUtts—a rich woman. In ad- 

dition to an essay by girltriend-of -milHonaires 

Gloria Steincm, the issue included a 5,0IHJ- 

vvord profile of Bingham and a long memoir- 

cum-essay by Bingham, 

And nnw, it turns ouu SaElie Bingham has 

become a philanthropist. Her most intriguing 

recent gift: a SI million grant to the Ms, Foun¬ 

dation tor Education anti (Communication* 

which, ol course, publishes Ms. magazine, i) 

r 

Miss thf. Grand 
Opening of 
Trump Temple 
This Month 

From the Palm Beach edition of The Miami 
Herald on October 15; 

" 'You know, in- Palm Beach there's an in* 
crowd and an out-crowd and no matter how 

much money he [Donald Trump] has, he will 

never be a part of Palm Beach's inner circle/ 
Marlene Rathgeb, who- writes the horoscope 

column for fl/e moga*irie, said motter-of- 

factly of Trump. 

" The fact thot Trump is Jewish and be¬ 

cause he's nouveau riche turns 0 lot of people 

off/ she said. 'In Palm Beach,, the in-crowd is 
Old-Money WASP/ " 

The same story ran in the regular edition of 

the Herald thot day* but without Rathgeb's 

quote- 1 

We Can Dish it Out, 
but We Can t Take It 

A reader asked us recently, “Why on earth did 

Hsifuirc (a large, established magazine) carp so 
ungenerously at SPY (a smallish, new maga¬ 

zine) in its January Dubious Achievements 
- 31> 
issue. 

We think we may know. Lasr fall, 64-inch- 

high Esquire editor Lee Eisenberg proposed to 

write an article fur this magazine to be called 

something like “Why You (.’an t Put Out a 

Humor Magazine in New York With No 
Jews or Italians on the Staff,” The editors de¬ 
clined, partly because Eisenberg is so incredi¬ 

bly small, but also because SPY s Jewish and 
Italian-American stall members might have 
asked lor raises. $ 
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The spy Trip Tip: 

Jersey s Beloved 

Wheel of Groceries 

t you think of the central New Jersey coast as The Land That Bruce Forgot—a 

bud ol belching incinerators, go-go bars and inbred outpatients—you're right. But 

nothing reflects the (rue spirit of the Jersey shore better than Kcanshurg Amusement 

Park, an enduring monument to America's love affair with decay and degradation. 

Proudly described by Albert J. Reid* a Kcanshurg park executive, as “the second- 

largest amusement entity in New Jersey*" Keanshurg’s tatty fumble of rides is among 

the most unintentionally scary anywhere. The Spook I louse ears throw electric sparks 

as riders lurch past unseen creatures—unseen because nobody has replaced a light 

bulb in this claustrophobic rat trap in a decade* Planks fall, cobwebs brush your fate, 

unearthly voices scream. Arc they real or just special effects? Maybe a little oi both. 

The rusty, holt-spitting Wild Mouse roller coaster was replaced a few years ago by 

the putatively safer Screamin' Demon, forever denying Jersey teens an experience 

akin to test-pilot mg a homemade V-2 rocket. What about gazing at the billowy Allan - 

tier Well, you can t do that here in Kcanshurg. There arc majestic dirt bunkers to he 

scaled before you can glimpse Raritan Ray, where sewage from Staten Island's Fresh 

Kills dump laps against the debris-strewn mud beach. 

At Kcansburg s popular ’Wheel of Groceries," hungry gamblers take a spin at feast 

or famine: J successful trysts with Lady Luck scores a carton of eggs, 3H wins brings 

home a canned ham. (A local referendum passed in 1959 permits these quaint mom- 

and-pop casino/grocery emporiums*} Apparently many corporate research depart¬ 

ments consider Kcansburg demographics ideal fur test-marketing: the Wheel of 

Groceries helped determine the fate ol diet Ybo-hoo (no go), new Coke (yes) and 

Ammonia Eaters (no)* 

Kcanshurg park was founded 

in 1906 as a bucolic ferry stop for 

day excursions Iroin Battery Park, 

hut the postwar automobile revo¬ 

lution gave New Yorkers easy ac¬ 

cess tu less lethal beaches farther 

south. % passed by baby-boomed 

vacationers, Kcanshurg began its 

decline. Then new' rules and ar¬ 

cades reestablished (he area as a 

rnrctru lor burned out teenagers. 

In the early I9k()s arson claimed the old (Tub Miami and the classic Monster Barrel 

ride, but this setback seemed only to inflame the ambitions of boardwalk planners. 

Terminal Lunch, [he Hide Tymer Bar and the Party Bar still rock with seventies hits, 

while the Gopher Brothers weave their musical spell at the refurbished Club Miami* 

A new ferry service to Kcanshurg from Smith Street Seaport is scheduled to begin 

this year. No doubt the Wheel ot Groceries will soon be upgraded: 4 wins might snag a 

bunch of railkehiu; 12 wins, a T upper ware container of pasta primavera; and 150 

hit kv spins could win dinner tor two at the nearby Club Bene Dinner Theatre, where 

Joey I leather ton has headlined. —jacf{ Barth and Ken Smith 

Kcanshurg ts one hour from Manhattan, Tufa the Garden State Parkway south to Exit J1//, 

(in cast an Highway >u, then north at the Keans burg Patch sign. 

TtlF § tXF. r/tfxr 

(continued) 

album and during tours of 

the U.S. and Europe that 

falkmrd its release, 

Iordans salary increased to 

$256 a Htefy during this 

lime., and he alleges that he 

again received an oral 

agreement from one of 

lsuper's managers, David 

Whiff that he ttxiuld share 

in LaupeFs profits. He 

contends that he teas laid 

off during the summer of 

1984. having received no 

share of the profits. He says 

he pressed for money fa pay 

his rent, teas refused and, a 

netf later, was fired, At 

that time, he was given 

$ \000, fleas now suing for 

damages m ext ess of S2 
million. 

The defendants 

acknowledge that Jordan 

imrfedfor LaupCF during 

the time and for the salaries 

he said, but claim that 

Jordan V contract u>as with 

I flue Angel, not with 

fjJUpci; and that that baud 

never made any profits. 

The defendants also note 

that lumper fifed for 

bankruptcy on October 20, 

1982, which negates all 

claims existing prior to that 

point. Defendants also say 

that lumper's tours of 1981 

and 1984, on which Jordan 

irorfed, fatled to mu he any 

profits. They also deny in 

general that lumper ours 

Jordan any money from 

any band. Finally, 

defendants claim that 

"plaintiff had actual 

knowledge of the actions. 

Conduct and facts note’ 

complained of for such an 

excessive length of time , . . 

that plaintiff is now barred 

b\ laches, waiter and 

estoppel from asserting such 

So trial date has been set. 

RUNNING INTO THE 

GROUND 

black year many people 

offer themselves for public 

office. Most of them don't 

win, Some of them can t 

la he no for an a ns wef. 

f 1a RRY Ft >TUI VH /.(is, of 

the In wood section in 

northern Manhattan, ran 

for Republican district 

leader in 1972, 1975 and 

1977. Each year he won; 

each year he was running 

unopposed. 

In 1972 he ran as both a 

Republican and a 

Conservative for the State 

Assembly in the 7 hd 

I district: 

Lehner {OJA.446 

Fotopoulos (R. C) / i, l 78 

In 1911 Fotopoulos ran 

tis both a Republican and a 

Conservative for the City 

Council in the 6lh District; 

Friedtand (LIU.20,619 

Fotopoulos fR.C)_6,924 

In 1974 he ran as both a 

Republican and a 

Conservative for the State 

Senate in the 29th District; 

Leirhter (D) ....34,031 

Fotopoulos (R.CJ.8,850 

Zaretzfi (L)    r 4,866 

Hlacf {Communist}.v / i 

In 1976 Fotopoulos 

again ran as a Republican 

and a Conservative fm the 

City Council: 

Stringer (D)..33, 312 

Fotopou los (R, C)...7,976 

Michels (7JL......b252 

In 1978 Fotopoulos filed 

signatures tu run in the 

l )emocratic pit mat y for the 

. \ssemb!\ in the 74th 

District. He uas ruled off 

the ballot (i,e.t his petitions 

acre invalidated), hi 1979 

he ran for Democratic 

Parly district leader in the 

74th District. Part C. and 

lost, hi 1980 he filed to run 

in the Democratic primary 

(continued on frfgf N) 
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for the Assembly in the 

73rd District, He was ruled 

off the ballot. He ran 

any nay, on the 

Republican, Coma i atiae. 

Right To Life and Big 

Apple Party lines: 

Murtaugh (D, L)./ 6,000 

Potopoulos 

(R.CMTLBA).4,653 

In 1981 Potopoulos Jtled 

to run in the Democratic 

primary for City Council. 

He was ruled off the ballot 

In 1982 he filed to run in 

the Democratic primary for 

State Semite, He was ruled 

off the ballot. In 1985 

FotopOuloS ran in the 

Democratic primary for 

City Council: 

A fichels......8,847 

Nunes  .*♦.,,.*** 2,992 

Potopoulos.*.** lr459 

laist November 

Potopoulos ran for state 

senator in the 28th 

senatorial district and lost 

in the primaries: 

Ijtkhter....... J2t 695 

Potopoulos..6,460 

Grand total*: 

Potopoulos V 
opponents....,   161, Mi 

Potopoulos..49,510 

In 1973 Samuel D. 

Morell of the Upper Hast 

Side fled to run in the 

Democratic primary for the 

City Council in the 7th 

District but was ruled of) 

the ballot. I ie fled again in 

1974 and was again ruled 

off In 1978 Morell ran in 

the Democratic primary for 

the Assembly in the 68th 

District: 

(ir minis. -a-riiiiiirniaiek + nt-riqii 5, f 75 

Latte y....1,224 

Morell. ,.682 

In 1980 Morell ran in 

the Democratic primary for 

the City Council: 

Dryfaos ■ far + + *B-ri-l-l r r-r-iin r r r 7.5 Vi 

Baer »l ■ I ft m 4 i a r P f + ti -life e-fc-fc-**# i ■ 6.690 

Chockv $ 764 '■ji* * P T } nr itti ■■■iriiim i itt] i f 

Weinstein...2,126 

Spitz...  lt579 

Morell..  816 

Morell fled petitions to 

run for the City Council in 

1981, but the election was 

canceled, ft was held the 

following year: 

Dryfaos....6.756 

Morell. r r i ■ ■■■ p r t l l i i ■ ■ e p-r-t-4 i “ “ _5.75. 

In 1985 Morell ran in 

the Democratic primary: for 

City Council: 

Dryfaos ...**,,.*./ 2,596 

Mason....*.....**,♦.6,211 

Morell..... 1,001 

Grand totals: 

A lor ell V opponents... 5 3 6 45 

Morell........5,252 
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After months of careful reading anti 

checking around with my various 

sources, 1 have learned something rather 

shocking about |ohn Curry, one of the 

Times'* two television critics. It seems 

that he has developed a schoolboy crush 

on Dan Rather ami cannot stop himself 

from sending the CHS anchorman cute 

little mash notes in his reviews. 

There’s really nothing wrong with 

falling in love (even investment hankers 

have been known to do it), but I think it’s 

just a little unsettling lor us to have to 

read these billets-doux in our morning 

paper* when they would be better han¬ 

dled through the mail* or perhaps ex¬ 

changed over a dinner for two at “21. 

Instead, though, Curry sees fit to blcnv 

frequent kisses Rather's way. Recall* for 

instance, his review of last November's 

election-night coverage. Rather didn’t 

just go to work that day* he "charged out 

the gate." Corry went on to assert that 

there was "no denying that Mr* Rather 

gets excited about elections like no other 

anchor." We really don’t want to know 

how he confirmed that. 

“And here |Rather) was" Corry 

wrote* "mentioning the pressure some of 

his colleagues fate in putting on an elec¬ 

tion broadcast: lYou think brain surgery 

is pressure?' There's no disliking a man 

like that. Mr. Rather is too good- 

natured." 

Much has been made oi the fact that 

John Corry s wile held, until recently* a 

top-ranking position with the Corpora¬ 

tion for Public Broadcasting-—suggest¬ 

ing a possible conflict of interest for him 

as a TV critic. 1 never really gave that 

notion much credence. It was always 

painfully obvious to me that Corry cured 

lar more about Dan Rather’s happiness 

than about Mrs. Corry s. 

Has anyone been able to find a notice¬ 

able difference yet between the Ro¬ 

senthal 77mej and the Frankel Times} 

Not me. Maybe the headlines have been a 

little bigger; that two-deck hanner head¬ 

line on the Thursday after the election— 

DEMCX^RATS REJOICE AT SENATE 

MARGIN BUT STILL SEEK AGENDA TO 

counter reagAN—seemed a mite big. 

Democrats rejoice all the time. It’s their 

nature. It doesn't call for a banner. 

bo far all I’ve been able to learn about 

Frankel Irom my sources is that he is a 

ferocious tennis player on the courts at 

Fire Island, where he spends his summer 

weekends. So irt the time-honored tradi¬ 

tion of skewed editorial values at the 

Times, we should all expect to see in¬ 

creased coverage in the months to come 

of ferry-commuter problems* Saltaire 

property values and the growing jitney 

industry* 

I will say that ihus br Frankel has 

shown a scrupulous attention to accura¬ 

cy. as evidenced by the exhaustive Cor¬ 

rections columns. (One recent catch: 

"The Bridge column yesterday, about the 

Minihousc Rridgcmarathon in Rotter¬ 

dam* the Netherlands, mis identified an 

operetta and its lyricist* The operetta is 

Cox and Box* with music bv Sir Arthur 

Sullivan* and words by Sir Francis Bur- 

nand, not Sir W. S. Gilbert,") 

Frankel inherited one of the most 

radical changes in Times format that any¬ 

one can remember—the revamping of 

the front page ol the Metro section. That 

was largely the w?ork of John Vinocur* 

the latest in a long line of unpopular met¬ 

ropolitan editors, who will have departed 

for The International Ha aid Tribune by 

the time you read this* He followed m the 

footsteps of the unpopular Peter Millones 

(now assistant managing editor), who 

followed the unpopular Mike Levkas 

(now editor of the Book Review), 

Column One is the best part ol the 

page, though lor Police and Law I would 

have preferred the experienced eye of 

Robert [X MeFadden* w ho is the best re¬ 

write man in the newspaper business* 

I've even heard a lew people olfer kind 

words lor Stories of the City, by Mrs. Pe¬ 

ter Millones- Deirdre Carmody. 

But here’s one cautionary note lor 

those of voti with a cute human-interest 

slice-ol-lifc story you'd like to tell the 

world about. Don’t call Carmody, Cal! 

Ron Alexander at Metropolitan Diary in 

The Living Section, and he'll send you a 

Iree bottle of champagne. (His direct-dial 

number is 556-1294.) 

Sorry, Mrs, Millones, but it’s a jungle 

out there* —Miles Archer 



advertisement 

CITY SPORTS 

How to know when you've had too much stress 

Stressful Situation 
Rumors are rampant that your 
leading client is about to file 
Chapter H, and you still haven't 
paid his media bills. 

what to do about it. 

Antidote: 
Get away from it all Go skiing. 
Who knows — maybe you'll 
find a new prospect on the chair lift. 
Consult the January ski issue of 
City Sports Magazine to find out 
who's skiing where, and why. 

Stressful Situation 
A presentation that you've labored 
over long and hard for six months 
is rejected by the client because 
the sell is ntoo soft.'1 

You need something hard to hit 
Maybe a wall, using a racquet and 
ball. You can read about squash 
clubs, tennis dubs and racquetball 
clubs where cathartic smashes are 
always a big hit in each issue of 
City Sports Magazine, New York’s 
guide to the active life. 

Stresslul Situation 

VO 
O 

You've just been passed over for 
the promotion to executive V,P. in 
favor of the nephew of your largest 
client 

City Sports Magazine, 

Antidote: 
Take a walk — a fitness walk. 
According to a recent feature in 
City Sports Magazine, walking is 
better for you than running, and 
bums off nearly the same calories. 
The premier issue shows how you 
can even beat the bus to work by 
walking. 

MAGAZINE for active New York 

For your free copy of the premier issue, send your business card to: City Sports Magazine, 140 West 22nd Street, New York, NY 10001 



Joe Mostrionni: Okay, you’ve been working at Enter¬ 

tainment Tonight since 1982, um, do you, are you still 

as end ted about working there as, like, your first day? 

Mory Hart: Well, yuu know, there's a different excite¬ 

ment now, uh* because I've had a chance ro sec the show 

grow over lour years* I've grown with the show, and \ 

still have a fresh approach to my work each day. 

Do you think that, um, with John Tcsh you will have 

the same electricity that you had with Robb Weller? 

Robb has always been such a joy to work with—l mean, 

we had fun, we laughed, there were lots of giggles on the 

set. John is lun hut in a totally different way. lie's a 

newsman who is very experienced at what he does, urn, 

and he's real good. 

Who5 been your favorite interview? 

I loved interviewing George Burns, because there is a 

spirit about him, a life* a zest for life. 

When you were a kid, how did— 
were you striking as a, as a child? 

Oh, I've always been plump. Oh, 1 

wouldn’t say I in—I’ve always been 

perky. 

Utnf and* um, /—Tm not sure that 

you want to get into this now, Vve 

heard that you are dating a man, a 

very' important math um, um. 
Anybody I date would be important 

Jlaughs|—to me, anyway, 

hie*s also quite rich. 

Yeah, yeah* 

/ hear he has a wonderful plane. 

His, his father. Now* now mind you* it's real important 
to differentiate. I’m not dating Adrian Khashoggi, I'm 

dating Mohamed Khashoggi. 

You ran with the Olympic torch and you did a high- 

iWre for Circus of the Stars—/ mean* which was 
more exciting as an athletic endeavor, do you think? 

There was something that was inspirational about run¬ 

ning with the Olympic torch—hut walking the high 

wire was something that I specifically worked and 

trained lor lor three months, and it was scary. I’m in the 

process t>! working on another Cirrus of the Stan act, as 

we speak. I'm working with these two partners from 

England who arc gonna spin me around and throw me 

upside down and hang me by my neck anti by rny loot 

and fling me all over the place* 

/ hope not by your neck. 

Yeah, by my neck* I have my noose in my* uh, suitcase. 

I'm fust wondering* um, hotv you fed about being a 

professional* Um, is it really important to you to be a 

professional, or is ft just more that you love your job? 

I think it s real important not ever to take things too 

seriously, or so seriously that vou lose a sense ol humor. 

You know* in life, there is no such thing as a pcrleet 

scorecard, and there is no such thing as constant success, 

so you’ve got to take everything with a grain ot salt. 

MiAur Hast, 

7brTrgftf cohost 
ond reporter 

)ot Mastriannc 
jav 04<6 repeater 

Enchanting and 

Alarming Events 

Upcoming 

farmaty 

1 "Visit Thailand Year'' 

begins. Rut you knew 

that. 

6 Sherlock Holmes’s 

133rd birthday. The 

graph that tracks the 

number of deerstalkers 

being worn around the 

city leaps upward. 

12 "The I .andscape of 

the Table " Lecture at the 

Coopcr-1 lewitt; 12:30— 

2H0 p.rn. Experts look at 

options available in the 

matter ol plates, flatware, 

gohlcts and linens. 

14-18 and 21-25 The 

Ice Capades\ Madison 

Square Garden. Stars 

include Bob Moores 

Amazing Mongrels, 

“twelve dogs of doubtful 

heritage, displaying the 

utmost in action, comedy 

and organized 

confusion:!" 

15 Charo born, 1951* 

lift The Rise and Fall of 

the Rorscht flelt, a film; at 

the Jewish Museum. 

23-25 International Cat 

Show; Madison Square 

Garden. Gremlin, a 

hairless cat, will be there, 

along with other mutant 

Sphinxes. 

24—31, February 1 
Greater New York 

Home Show; at the Javits 

Center; S6. ATTEND 

how-to seminars on 

making your home more 

energy-clficient, 

evacuating your home tn 

case ol fire and retiring to 

a Sunbelt state. SEE a 

model home actually 

lurnishcd and landscaped 

(that means mulch and 

sod and trees) indoors, 

RRVF.L in a “maze of 

kitchens and baths " 

25 Super Bowl XXI; at 

the Rose Bowl, in 

Pasadena. Accompanied 

by what seems like VIII 

or IX hours of coverage. 

29 Ch inese New Year 

(4685, the Year of the 

Rabbit). 

30 Wanamakcr Mill rose 

Games; Madison Square 

Garden. Still the indoor 

track-a nd-field meet. 

Usually features Ramonn 

Coghtan and 

approximately 500 college 

relay races. In keeping 

with tradition, the 

loudest cheers of all arc 

reserved for the “no 

smoking” announcement 

early in the evening* 

February 

2 Groundhog Day* 

9-10 Westminster 

Krnnel Club Dog Show; 

Madison Square Garden. 

Purebretls only. Bob 

Moore's Amazing 

Mongrels, of Ice Capadcs 

lame, arc “welcome to 

come if they buy tickets,’" 

according to a dog show 

representative, 

13 Full moon. All kinds 

of erratic behavior 

excused. 

14 Valentine's Day. No 

kind ol forgetfulness 

excused. 

14 Washington’s 

Birthday Parade; Filth 

Avenue. Live coverage on 

all networks and local 

channels. Banks, schools 

and health dubs closed, 

Tower Records open, 

traffic snarled, no regular 

mail delivery* President 

Reagan issues 

proclamation about the 

father of our country* 

White House issues 

clarification of 

proclamation. H 

/N /K 

£)(•». Q-J *■ i 
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Nouvelle-O-Matic 
"/Tjc /jwr fiwd G'uufc Yw7/ f.'rrr Y/rd 

As everyone is now 

obliged to know, the 

heart of nouvelle cuisine 
is the fresh and amusing 

juxtaposition of fresh 
and amusing ingredients,. 

To help reduce the costs 

of weekly trips to 
Texarkana* Arcadia and 
An American Place, spy 

has put together the 

Nouvelle^O-Matic, Now 

everyone can create odd 

and colorful restaurant 

meals in their own 
homes—at a fraction of 
the cost* Here's how it 

works; just pick one item 
at random from each of 

the first three columns, 

serve in a sauce made 
from ingredients chosen 

from each of the fourth 

and fifth columns, and 

garnish with a delicacy 

from the sixth column. 

For example; you can 

whip up sevichc at 
smoked duck wrapped in 
blue corn tortillas in a 
sauce of vermouth and 
pickled ginger, garnished 
with plum chutney. There 

are 1,771,561 possible 
combinations—that's 

enough for three 

different meals a day 
every day until the year 

3604. Bon appetit! 

N A K E D C f T Y 

The Sister City Program was created in /98i to coordinate 

New York's official relations with her five sister cities: Cai¬ 

ro, Peking, Santo Domingo, Tokyo and Madrid. The Pro¬ 

gram seeks to develop cooperation between New York and 

her sisters in the fields of business, culture, health care, edu¬ 

cation and mu mcipal service. — P Si ESS RELEA S E 

January is the month to visit New York's Sister Cities. 

Hut so is February. New Year’s Day in SANTO DO¬ 

MINGO is a daylong celebration, described by the 

Dominican Republic's New York tourist office as “the 

biggest party of the year.'1 'I'he carnival on February 26, 

says the tourist office, is 'the biggest party of the year,” 

Independence Day, on the 27th, is highlighted by the 

president’s speech in the morning and, for all we know, 

may also turn into the biggest party of the year The 

PEKING-bound will want to bring a lantern along, be¬ 

cause tlie Lantern Festival is held for a fortnight begin¬ 

ning on Chinese New Years Eve, on January 28, 

On January 6 TOKYO enjoys the Dezome-shikt fes 

rival, in which "agile firemen dressed in firemen's uni¬ 

forms typical of the Edo period <1603—1867)" perform 

daring acrobatic stunts atop “very, very' tall bamboo 

ladders. Do remain in Tokyo until at least February 1 

for Setsubun, "the unofficial end of winter " Television 

personalities, sports figures and politicians go to temples 

and shrines to throw beans at the public for good luck. 

In MADRID the cultural season is in full swing, though 

much of it is in Spanish. And in CAIRO the following 

continue to be usclul phrases: itfaddal (“Help yourself "); 

mafeesh ("I do nor have"); and menaa (“harbor’'). ^ 

1 2 3 4 5 6 
hacked redfish steamed in raspberry Oregon violets 

Native free-range 
parchment vinegar morels 

fiddleheod 

Hawaiian chicken grilled over purccd golden ferns 

seviche of monkfish 
mesquite truffles caviar 

mango slices 

blackened gravtax 
in o brioche 

on □ bed of 
in a 

apple 

compote and 
green 

tomatoes garnished endive 

bdrquette of venison 
radicchio sauce framboise pickled 

tenth: Cajun 

medallions of calf's liver ravioli of: vermouth 
ginger 

popcorn 

deep-fried oysters 
potptc creme froiche 

sun-dried 
tomatoes 

anion 
marmalade 

boudin of scallops 
ragout guacamole 

leeks 
plum chutney 

saddle of partridge 
wrapped in yogurt kiwifruit 

warm salad* of chicken wings blue com 

tortillas 
lime juice 

green pep¬ 

percorns baby figs 

terrine of smoked duck 
quail stack shad roe chiffonade 

sausage 

in potato skins 
maple syrup chevre 

sorrel 

of basil 

pablano chilies 
peasant-style 

_ 1 
pine nuts 
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From Poscoe & Company, 

Price: $450. 

Everything to fear 

lie Phobia Society of 

Americas seventh annual 

national conference, held 

in October al (he 

terrifyingly crowded 

Waldorf-Astoria, drew 

more than 4(10 clinicians, 

clause rophobes, 

aviaphobes (afraid of 

planes), ochlophohiscs 

(c r (ywd s), phonop Iiu E>es 

(speaking aloud), 

xenophobes (strangers 

and foreigners) and 

agora p hobi acs (o rd i na r y 

human existence). 

Phobes tossed caution 

to the wind for one 

reckless weekend, 

braving workshops such 

as "Body Therapy" in 

which a Ph.D. w rithed on 

the floor demonstrating 

“inside massage," and 

"Self Hypnosis,*' 

in which another 

Ph.D. taught Panic 

Management Skills. 

"Rcframe the airplane as 

an extension of your 

body," he advised, "and 

the pilot as an executive 

working for you." 

The assembled 

WO07ACS tear net! that 

more than 13.1 million 

Americans arc afraid— 

alraid of anything from 

exit ramps to writing 

checks in public to fear 

itself (phobophohia); that 

the average patient has 

been ill 13.2 years: and 

that only 23 percent of 

the afflicted have 

received treatment. They 

were told that a phobics 

"creative scenes of death 

and destruction' reflect 

an active imagination 

associated with the 

brightc r-than-ave rage. 

(Abnormal people these 

days like to believe their 

abnormalities are the 

price they pay for being 

Unusually perceptive.) 

They were taught 

therapies to break the 

spell of panic attacks, 

such as counting down by 

threes from HH). sniffing 

■ 

.I'l 

The Liz Smith 

Tote Board 

A fen tinned 

in November: 

Frank Sinatra .., .7 

Brooke Astor .  .3 

Jimmy Brcslm .........3 
Cher....  3 

Oscar de la Renta.3 

Warner Bros... .3 
Jerry Ztpkin ...........3 

Helen Gurley Brown ., .2 

Alan King.. ,2 

Angela Lansbury ..2 
U Cirque . .2 
Aaron Spelling .......2 

Nancy Collins ......... 1 
Buddy Ebsen .......... 1 
Irrs Love ......._... 1 

Telly Savalas .......... 1 

cologne or snapping 

oneself with a rubber 

band. 

In the exhibit room, a 

company called Lifeforce 

made computer - 

generated infrared color 

portraits of people's 

"G ravine metric Face 

Points," which reputedly 

"show energy blocks and 

organs under stress." 

Vendors hawked books 

{Don 7 Panici Living fear 

Free and WhoV Afraid?) 

and 20-minute, $250 

films that take the viewer 

through such "anxiety 

evoking locations" as a 

supermarket checkout, 

an isolated bridge, a 

gondola, a boardroom 

meeting and an exposed 

escalator. 

All in all , it was a 

little disenchanting— 

frightening, even—to see 

so many self-proclaimed 

fraidyeats gathered in one 

place. 

—David 1 landclmun 

THE BLOTTER 

SPY7 unofficial, highly selective account of incidents to 

which the New Yvr§ City Police Departments spenally 

twined rescue units responded during the fivc-tuce\ period 

ending November 20. Quotes are the police dispatchers'. 

THE WILD KINGDOM 

* Manhattan—"a vicious, disorderly cat" 

* Manhattan—"six wild dogs in lobby of building1 

* The Bronx—"Caller states that a man, his wife and 

child are being attacked by a vicious cat. . . , Ah, now 

that is rather interesting, gentlemen: the name of the 

caller is Felix” 

* Queens—"raccoon fob" 

* Riverside Park—"We've got an injured horse that 

needs a place to stay for the night, and we'd like to board 

him at Troop B/P "Negative, call the ASPCA.” "The 

ASFGA doesn’t come out at night for horses' 

LOONS 

" Manhattan—“Any housing unit to respond to a fe¬ 

male down in an apartment? States female's been lying 

on the floor for three days" 

* Manhattan—"male on w indow ledge screaming he's a 

Vietnam vet with an arsenal and he's going to jump" 

* Queens—"man lying on the meridian [i/r| is only rest¬ 

ing and catching some rays" 

TAKE ME OUT TO THE PRECINCT 

Two local team* playing well in two different sports on 

October 27 inspired certain citizens to undertake their own 

athletic endeavors, 

* Queens-—"male barricade writh shotgun and lead pipe 

threatening to kill his family ” . . . RM1 (remote-control 

robot), hostage negotiators, TARU (Technical Assis¬ 

tance Response Unit, detectives writh specialized elec¬ 

tronic equipment). HSU (Emergency Service Unit) en 

route , , ♦ "wife says he's in a very bad mood and he 

doesn't like cops, use caution" (games underway) 

* Queens—"spectators have climbed on Shea Stadium 

roof overhang to watch game on Flushing No. 7 sub¬ 

way" (bottom of the seventh j 

•Queens—"female in the water under the Gateway 

Bridge" (two seconds left in the second quarter) 

•Manhattan—-"shots tired ID! and CPW" and “jumper 

East 96 and Second" (halftime) 

* Queens— one under |arrest]" (Johnson scores a touch¬ 

down, Mels’ seventh home run of series) 

* The Bronx—"house sheared of! tractor trailer on 

Cross Bronx Expressway" (Mcts and Giants win) 

INCLUDING SHANGHAI SURPRISE. 759 

The following are responses by various police units during 

the first nine months of 1986: 

Emergency Service -r-r-i-B B b ■ ■ ■ b-ttsb a ■ B iTTii ■ m -B -B ■§■ * m a icitii ■ 8 FB- + 4 B B B + + B B 24,787 

i farbor.. ■ ■■mi ■■■■'■ rftii ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ tin ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ r ■■ ■■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■■■■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ i ■ ■ ■ 8,215 

Aviation..... b-b-b-B a b b E-t-aB-ti a B S B e B + ifc-rB-Ba i fi e B++4-B-B B r r F + a-a-B B R t-F + 4 i S R + + B-4 B B F-R + B-a B B + B-4'B 2,552 

] ill m l) a....a.', a.a.1 ^ ^ 

—Ann C+ Mathers 
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A spy Guide to 

°j 
Clubs of th 

earne 
o 

by Peter Finch 

taking o call from 

a noisy pay phone in 
midtown is bad enough. 
Ever try answering 

nature's call there? 

You could walk into 

the corner coffee shop 

and ask to use the 

facilities* Chances are 

you'll have to buy 
something, though, and 
that's time-consuming 

and degrading. 

Deportment stores 
would be fine, but you'd 

hove to ride the 
elevator si* flights, 

wasting precious 

minutes you may not 
really hove at your 
disposal. Hotels ore fust 
as bad—the bathrooms 

are generally hard to 

find, and often you 
have to tip an older 
man for handing you a 

paper towel* 

There is a solution: 

the bathrooms of the 

Ivy League. 

Brown, Columbia, 
Cornell, Harvard, 

Princeton and Yale oil 

operate midtown clubs. 

(Dartmouth shores the 

Yale Club, and Penn has 

some privileges at the 

Princeton Club; in 
addition, several of the 
clubs cohabitate with 
various other 

organizations*) All have 
clean, accessible 

bathrooms—and quiet 
pay phones to boat. 

To use the bathrooms 
of the Ivy League, you 

needn't have gone to an 

Ivy League school—in 

fact, you don't even 

need a college 
education. You wifi 

need four things: some 
decent clothes (coats 

and ties for gentlemen 

and, according to one 
club, "appropriately 

formal attire" for 

ladies), an air of 
belonging, a confident 

gait and on idea of 

where you're going. 
The first three are up 

to you; the following 

diagrams will take core 
of the latter. 

PRINCETON CLUB 

/ 5 West 4 ird St tret 

WOMEN © 

MSN 
M. 

dining room 

I u p si a 11s. 

[rowder rum 

: o 

4 

TO THI M£NJ BOOM sign 

-L_-- 
« itqiri to women t . 

powder room " 

guard"! podium 

I 

amake shop pay phone* 

1 
BROWN CLUB 

50 4}st Street 
case full of ofd 
rocks 

m 
jtoirs to 1st 

WOMEN LLI flOOt 

ft 
bar 

rsasba 
fireplace • 

• • 

• • 
sitting area 

f^l ,| pay phone* 

^UN * * * ^ 

9 
9 

4 

9 
stairs fa 2nd 

floor 

. % # 

| ^ — Iwo Kfl of 
| Y | doori 

m 
.MEM 

CORNELL CLUB 

121 West SOcrt 

T bar 

gbll partition 

4 

* 

m 
WOMEN 

*1 

lifting area 

More; Yau rnust ride 
the i-lmafor Id I he 

ictond Hoar. Don't be 
“ intimidated by tho 

elevator operator. 

Juit soy "COrrtOll," 

and he'll toke you 

where you're going. 

pot-trait wall 

L l- 
MEN 

IB- J 
J ibvator 

YALE CLUB 

50 Vanderbilt Mrnur 
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If) 
PI 
s 

PI 

3 

$ 

PI 

BROWN CLUB 
to s; 2 anJ(it 2 urinals, 

1 toilet, brou a tile rvails, liquid 
S*Mp 
Wow:x s i uui(-\ I toilets, gmy 
(once white) floQi tilt- 

COLUMBIA CLUB 
Max's; 2 siuh‘t 2 w trials, 
2 toilets, paper tourls, bate bulb 
II VjstEX'.\ i finfy, 2 toilets, 
baby-blue-and-pmh decor, pa pet 
four it, paper-cup dispenser 

CORNELL CLUB 
Mi:xs; 5 sin^s, 5 urinals, 
i toilets, yellow nvlls, framed 
pewter by Kite, pttpfi towelt, 
liquid soup 
IVfiMiX S: 8 swfy, 5 toilets, 
black, walls, mnrd-tiiKid uieen 

HARVARD CLUB 
MilXS: H urinals, doctor's stale, 

had pastel landscapes 

IVrjMfix's; 2 sinks, 4 toilers, 
tissues, ushnay, 4 i tuniz 
curtained booths loot with eat) 

PRINCETON CLUB 
MhX'S; 4 sink, 4 art mils, 
4 toilets, stand tip scale, 
ihoeshine mat hint, linen service, 
roiling cloth to dry hands, papei 
ton els, tissues, paper cups, 
fountain 
H 'rjf.W/3 s. 2nd floor I -nth. 

1 toilet 
t'/th floor i firth;*, l toilet a stand - 
up scale; small dressing room 
With vanity; -null '<rom ti lth 

bed, large tilting mom with 

mapd zincs, stationcty, punt- of 
fruit m thin gill frames; 
l-boners; lot hers; real towels 

YALE CLUB 
Mi-X .s 4 fifths, 1 urinals, 
2 unless, combs in glass tif 
disinfectant, Usfcrine 
ii'r'/t/f.w J units. 2 toilets, 
fuper touets, paper cup 
dispenser P 

Research assistance: ftllian Ityck, 
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FIFTH AVENUE 
f at the earner of 9th Street f 

MORE, MUCH MORE 

THAN ONE OF NEW YORK'S 

GREAT RESTAURANTS. f 

We re also one of Mew York’s great Ballrooms. 
The perfect setting for your wedding, engagement party, 

bar-mitzvah, banquet, corporate affair, luncheon, 
dinner-dance, anniversary celebration or charity ball 

Our elegantly appointed 24 Fifth Avenue Ballroom 
will comfortably accommodate from 40 to several hundred 

of your guests. And only here will they enjoy the renowned cuisine 
of Michel Fitoussi, featured on public television's 

Master Chefs of Mew York series. Youll also appreciate our 
flawless service, incomparable presentation and legendary * 

attention to the smallest of details. ^ 

For More Information: 254-1300 

For Restaurant Reservations: 475-0880 
i 
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t) "When you meet the president., .you ask your- 

sell 1 low did it ever occur to anybody that he 

should be governor, much less president?' " Who 

said it? 

a) Tip O’Neill c) David Stockman 

b) i lenry Kissinger d) Bryant Gumhel 

2) W hat did President Reagan say was his favorite 

TV show? 

a) Family Ties, hecause it shows 

that the culture has again be¬ 

gun “to respect, even to cele¬ 

brate, family life” 

b) Moonlighting, because the fact 

that the dialogue consists 
mainly of characters endlessly 

repeating Imcs to each other 

“just seems kind of tunny to 

"Do I 
LookLike 
anldict 

7 
Ladies and Gentlemen, Our 
First Annual Reagan Quiz 

me 

c) The Colhys, hecause "I’ll 

watch Chuck Heston in just 

ahoui anything. You know; I 

can t help but think that if 

they ever made a movie out 

of my life, he could play me" 

d) He said he never watched 

TV, because he was “too 

busy reading," 

3) True or false: Archbishop Des¬ 

mond Tutu said that he found 

President Reagan's speech on 

South Africa "nauseating.’’ 

4} Three of the following apply to 

Michael Deaven Which one applies 

to Donald Regan? 

a) He delivered a toast in which 

he insulted Sam Donaldson’s 

wife, 

b) He was accused of lying to a 

1 \ ouse s ubcoi n m i ttee. 

c) f ie compared his White 

House job to "a shovel bri¬ 

gade that follow[s] a parade 

dowrn Main Street cleaning 

up. 

d) He said, "1 w-ondcr what peo¬ 

ple thought I was going to do 

when I left the W hite House, 

Ik a brain surgeon?" 

by Paul $lan$ky 

On The Tonight Shoti^ who dis¬ 

missed Ronald Reagans performance in Kings Row 

by saying, "You know; Lake a mans leg oil and 

you’vc got a lot going for you”? 

a) Rhonda Fleming c) Bette Davis 

b) Bette Midler d) lane Wyman 

6) True or false: President Reagan described the 

fraudulent election victory of ! erdinand Marcos 

over Corazon Aquino as "evidence of a strong two- 

partv system in the Philippines. 

a) Antonin Scalia c) Daniel Manion 

b) William Rehnquist d) Jefferson Sessions III 

8) Who headed up the campaign to repeal the 22nd 

Amendment and let President Reagan run for a 

third term? 

a) Senator Paula Hawkins 

b) Representative Guy Winder Jagt 

c) Michael Dcaver 

d) Charlton Heston 

9) Which mistake did President Reagan make on 

the campaign trail? 

a) He called Missouri senatorial candidate Kit 

Bond “Kit Carson." 

b) fie called North Dakota senator Mark 

Andrews "Dana Andrews." 

c) He called South Dakota senator (irn Abdnor 

“LH Abner" 

d) He called Oklahoma senator Don Nickles 

"Don Rickies." 

10) Why did President Reagan call reporters "sons 

of hitches"? 
a) Because they were so gleeful when they heard 

that he'd told Nancy to “get off my goddamn 

back," 

b) Because they dared to ask him questions at a 

photo opportunity. 

c) Because of the way they covered Ed MeescY 

musings about the powers of the Supreme 

Court. 

d) Because he overheard them making snide 

comments about Nancy's kgs, 

11) How did President Reagan describe Colonel 

Muammar Qaddafi? 

a) “A wracko" c) “The Great Satan ' 

b) “Flaky"" d) “Keisterface” 

12) What movie did President Reagan quote from in 

his 1986 State of the Union message? 

a) Rhinestone c) Bad( to the Future 

b) E/,5,7T d) Paradise Alky 

7) Which Reagan judicial nominee told the Senate 

Judiciary CCommittee that he “may have said some- 

dung about the NAACP being un-American or 

Communist, hut I meant no harm by it"? 

13) True or false: the Sierra Club objected to a cam¬ 

paign by the Los Angeles County Board of Supervi¬ 

sors to change the name of the Angeles National 

Forest to the Reagan National Forest. 

/righrod m 
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14) Three of these quotes are President Reagans, 

Which one was uttered by Donald ReganP 

a) “t guess*, Jr makes me a contra too." 

b) “Let this lx1 the first day of the rest of out 
lives.” 

c) “How much more experience do you have to 

have in foreign policy than l do to believe you 

are qualified?" 

cl) “Too much SALT isn't good lor you " 

15) What was George Shultz reported to have sug¬ 

gested might he an appropriate way for the United 

States to deal with QaddafH 

a) "Lets track the bastard into thinking we're 

gonna bomb the bejesus oul of him again" 

b) “[^lek him in a room with a tape of Nancy 

singing." 

c) “Have Poindexter drive a truck bomb into his 

tent." 

d) “Why don't we give him AIDS?" 

16) True or lalse: after firing Oliver North lor his 

connection with the 1 ran/contras arms deaf Presi¬ 

dent Reagan called him and said he thought the 

whole thing would make a great movie. 

Who did what? 

17} William Rchnquist 

18) David Stockman 

19) Ron Reagan 

20) Daniel Man ion 

21) Nancy Reagan 

22) President Reagan 

a) revealed that Caspar 

Weinberger used car 

toons to explain things 

to President Reagan 

b) became known for 

poor spelling 

c) danced on TV in 

underwear 

d) said that anyone going 

hungry in America just 

didn't know where to 

go to lint! food 

e) said the death penalty 

"should be used against 

anybody who is proven 

to be responsible for a 

death" 

f) was reported to have 

once been extremely 

fond of Placidvl 
Jr 

23) What did President Reagan repeatedly say that 

all the arms he shipped to Iran could fit inside of? 

a) A small child's playpen 

b) The state ol Rhode Island 

c) A single cargo plane 

d) lerry Zipkins overcoat 

24) Three of these statements apply to Georg? Bush. 

Which one applies to President Reagan? 

a) George Will said his craven attempts to suck 

up to the far right made him a "lapdog, 

b) He asked a [ordaman general, "How dead is 

the Dead Sea?" 

c) His wife fell off the stage at the White House, 

d) He was quoted in The Wall Street journal us¬ 

ing the phrase “deep don-doo," 

25) What is the significance of Harlingen, Texas? 

a) President Reagan got mixed up at a political 

rally there and said that Republicans had tak 

cn the country “down a course that leads to 

disaster." 

b) President Reagan said the Sand mistas would 

be “just two days' driving time" from there if 

the contras were defeated. 

c) Critically ill hospital patients there were be¬ 

sieged for hours one night by automated pre¬ 

recorded phone calls from President Reagan 

urging them to get out and vote, 

(1) Robert McFarlane bought a key-shaped cake 

there. 

26) True or false: While I louse officials used focus 

groups to test themes and lines to be included in 

President Reagan's 1986 Slate ol the Union message. 

27) What prompted George Shultz, to say, “I have 

never been so proud of my president"? 

a) President Reagan s insistence that he had not 

traded Gennadi Zakharov for Nicholas Dam- 

loff, even though it was obvious to even the 

dimmest cretin that he'd done exactly that 

b) President Reagan's attempt to gain support for 

contra aid by making ludicrously exaggerated 

claims about the SandmisLa threat 

c) President Reagan's refusal at Reykjavik to bar¬ 

gain away his Star Wars dream for the reality 

of a reduction in existing Soviet weapons 

d) President Reagan's announcement that hi? 

would have his urine tested for drugs 

28) What was Lee Verstandig’s White House 

distinction2 

a) He cued President Reagan to squeeze Nancy's 

ham! at the end ol their drug speech. 

b) Larry Speaker told him he d come “within one 

inch of getting your head lopped off for ask¬ 

ing a tough question. 

c) He revealed that the family dog, Rex, some¬ 

times bit President Reagan. 

d) He lasted only 24 days as Nancy’s chief of staff. 

29) Three of these statements describe Donald Re¬ 

gan* Which one describes Fid Mcesc? 

a) He said he doubted that American women ap 

proved of sanctions against South Africa, be¬ 

cause they wouldn’t want to "give up all their 

jewelry." 

Photographs* 

left to right: The 

president does 

his by now 

famous turkey 

impression after 

giving a 

televised 

address to the 

notion; Ronnie 

surprises 

Mommy with 

Rex, the brother 

of Lowey Buckley 

(see page 38), I 

can't hear you 

. . . but don't I 

look like the 

Fon*?" 

The First Couple 

demonstrates 

the romance of 

the mouth-to- 

nostril kiss. 

President 

Reagan nimbly 

eats chicken 

with his fingers. 
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b) He said that management should spy 
on workers in "locker rooms, park¬ 

ing lots* shipping and mail room 
areas and even the nearby taverns” to 
try to catch them using drugs* 

c) He had a tantrum after the summit 
collapsed and shouted, “The Soviets 
are the ones that refused to make the 
deal! It shows them up for what they 

I tf are! 
d) On the morning after the Libyan 

bombing, he suggested that the lyrics 
of “The Marines’ Hymn’' be changed 
to "From the halls of Montezuma to 
whats left of Tripoli**" 

Who did what? 

30) Jimmy Carter 

31) Jimmy Rreslin 

32) Nicholas von 
Hoffman 

33) Roger Wilkins 

34) Simon Hoggart 

35) Tip O’Neill 

36) Gore Vidal 

a) called President 
Reagan Ma high- 
powered cheer¬ 
leader for our 
worst instincts” 

b) said some of Presi¬ 
dent Reagan’s state¬ 
ments "are almost 
more than a human 
being can bear" 

c) said President Rea¬ 
gan was "about as 
masculine as Mar¬ 
jorie Main" 

d) said that reporters 
at President Rea¬ 
gan s press confer¬ 
ences "adopt a 
tone one might 
compare to a re¬ 
gent instructing a 
five-year-old who 

has* through a sad 
accident, just be¬ 
come king" 

e) told President Rea¬ 
gan, “l never did 
believe your story 
about the Chicago 
welfare queen" 

f) referred to Nancy 
Reagan s "dead 
eves and death 

j 

mask smile" 
g) said President 

Reagan s popular¬ 
ity proves that 
“senility is a com¬ 
municable disease" 

37) True or false: a few minutes after 
President Reagan had asserted at least 

three times during a press conference that 
there was no third country involved in the 
transfer of arms to Iran, the White House 
released a statement explaining that there 
may have been “some misunderstanding” 
and that a third country (Israel) had, in 
fact* been involved, 

38) Three of these statements apply to 
President Reagan. Which one applies to Ed 
Mecsc? 

a) He explained that he’d made lots of 
mistakes at a press conference be¬ 
cause he’d been concentrating too 
hard on which reporters to call on, 
and not hard enough on what they 
were actually saying. 

b) He was serenaded in Grenada with a 
calypso tune about "Uncle Reagan,” 

c) He delivered a speech at the Statue of 
Liberty in which he called poet 
Emma Lazarus “Emmett Lazarus." 

d) He stood in front of a bare-breasted 
statue and talked about 
pornography. 

39) What prompted President Reagan to 
ask reporters* "Do I look like an idiot?” 

a) He wrote his last name first while 
signing the tax bill* 

b) He was asked if he was going to take 
the drug program away from Nancy* 

c) He felt foolish standing in the Hands 
Across America line and not know¬ 
ing the words to any of the songs. 

d) He was asked if he thought he would 
ever have a relapse of the Hollywood 
ailment he called "lead i ng-lad y it is " 

40) What happened when Nancy Reagan 
appeared as a guest on Joan Rivers’s TV 
show? 

a) Joan asked Nancy what she "really 
think!si about that little bitch Pattis 
book*” 

b) Joan asked Nancy if she'd seen the 
November Pktyboyy "where I called 
your husband a 'turkey neck / " 

c) Joan told Nancy, “You're such a 
warm person. * * , You have such a 
warmth coming out ot you, it's just 
incredible!” 

d) Joan asked Nancy if she'd read the 
Sinatra book, "and in particular, did 
you read page 361?" 9 
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What, us worry? Sure— 

that’s why we’re New Yorkers. 

Fear of boredom drives us 

here in the first place. Fear of 

missing out 

on a moment 

of fun keeps 

us here. 

Meanwhile, 

toe fret about everything 

else—about muggers and 

madmen, of course, but also 

about going to posh parties 

and about not going, about 

having a high-powered job 

and about not having one. As 

Guy MARTIN reveals. Fear 

City and Fun City are one 

and the same. 

I’D LIKE TO ASK. YOU TO PUT YOUR FEARS 

aside for a moment. Of course, that won't actually be 

possible, as you'd have to leave town with your tail 

between your legs, dreadfully embarrassed that your 

craven hopes for fame and fortune in New York had 

at last been crushed* In fact, fear brings us here and 

keeps us here, doesn't it? First the fear that we might 

have to spend a life in Decatur or Schenectady or 

Wahoo. And then the fear that something terrific is 

bound to happen to somebody, and its corollary— 

that if we don't stick around long enough, we won't 

be here when iis time for that somebody to be us. 

I have some news for you. 

Have you ever been to a farm? If you went to a 

private secondary school in Manhattan, perhaps you 

participated in those programs that provide busloads 

of wealthy children a few hours on a real farm in 

New England, If you didn't go to private school in 

Manhattan, you came from a farm or its moral equiv¬ 

alent to get here. All right. Remember the pig 

trough ? The trough was large, but there wasn't really 

enough room at it for the number of pigs in the pen. 

The pigs had to fight one another to get to the slop. 

They poked and shoved and grunted, and the farmer 

watched. A couple oi times a year the farmer would 

separate one pig from the others, and he would take 

that pig to show at the state fair—or else he would 

shoot it and make bacon. 

The lovely parr is that pigs never know which it's 

going to be—the blue ribbon or death—until the 

moment arrives. The more brutal, Darwinian truth is 

that for a pigpen to produce even a single prizewin¬ 

ner, a very great deal of anonymous bacon is re 

quired. But the pigs don’t think about stuff like that. 

We do. I like to imagine that the protocol here in 

New York is ahout the same. We have our Trump- 

size appetites satisfied by a mysterious hand, and we 
bear a righteous fear of that hand. Wc have certain 

kinds of fears that we may be able to admit to our- 

selves—having an uncool job, not getting a place on 

the Vineyard, being rejected by the Century Associ¬ 

ation and the Milkbar—and we have nameless pig 

dread. It's all part of the price New York forces us to 

ante up in order to gain access to the trough. There 

remains, however, a crucial difference between us 

and the pigs. We're trying to find out who the farmer 

is, quick, and network with him. 

The editors of SPY feet that New Yorkers should 

face fear squarely—not with the childish idea of con¬ 

quering it, Cod knows, hut simply to render life on 

our streets and in our homes and ofJices more com¬ 

prehensible, As a public service and at great expense, 

spy has devoted months of research and debate to the 

topic. We've instituted a panel of experts: victims, 

civic leaders, socialites, swells, criminals and bums. 

None of these people is a composite. Unless otherwise 

noted, all the names are real. 

Before we begin, we’d like to share a few hard- 

uon notions from our research, as a sort of anxiety 

Baedeker. The first is that/r^r/jr not necessarily a nega¬ 

tive force in New York- Indeed, it is the motor tor 
much of our success in commerce and the arts. The 

second, of course, is that fear is a completely negative 
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force in New the basic reason life is so terrible 

here. Fear can grow. Fear is athletic and sly and has a 

mind of its own, Each fear contains the germ of its 

opposite; in other words, fear of going to a party at 

Lallv Weymouth's hears strong kinship to the fear of 

not being invited; fear of taking the subway operates 

in tense liaison with the fear of getting taught in 

crosstown traffic; and so forth. Since New York is the 

town where you can die and still be posthumously 

embarrassed (Stanford White, Nelson Rockefeller, 

Roy Cohn), most Newr York fear is biological fear. 

What does ectoplasm know? Only one thing. It quiv¬ 

ers in the void, or at the Russian Yea Room, waiting 

to be stomped. 

Which brings us to Stanley Ring, Ring (not hss real 

name) is so completely terrified of gambling his allot¬ 

ted New York life in just one professional arena that 

he’s manufactured five absolutely distinct personae; 

corporate guru, playwright, father, journalist and in¬ 

ternational artist s representative. 1 Ac shuttles hyster¬ 

ically between his roles, putting out brush fires and 

plugging up dikes. He lives in terror that one of his 

lives will contaminate another. In two of his fives he 

operates under his given name, and in the other three 

he maintains a nom tic guerre, In all his lives he lives 

on the Upper West Side. He never poses for pictures. 

"Look, man," lie says, "do l have a choice? Live in 

fear and remain agile! I need all my lives, to approxi¬ 

mate what! believe to be a complete human being. At 

the same lime, when one of them goes clown, I can 

parachute to the next. The render, hearth-loving dad¬ 

dy could hardly sit down and write a proper slice V 

dice job on Drcxcl Burnham." 

Ring admits that "at three in the morning, alone, I 

find l have two bask fears. The first is that I m deeply 

afraid to buy Rhemgold. 1 mean, I da buy Rheingold, 

but I don t serve it unless I reallv trust the people I 'm 

with, 1 don’t bring it our until I’m sure they have no 

class. |ust like me. The second fear is that 1 really 

don’t want my kids to turn into achievemcnt-orient- 

ed, status-seeking little shits like the ones that go to 
Homan's Red Hand. Rut of course, tbev already 

have. I’m saying I'm afraid my kids won’t get into 

Dalton and I'm afraid they will?' 

Its a long-standing feature of life and death in 

New York that fashion comes prominently into play, 

and Mr. Ring finds himself on the cutting edge of 

what’s newr and exciting in urban fear. slVs research 

team has found that New York invents a fresh fear 

for itself approximately every 18 months—about the 
length ol time it takes a nightclub to peak and die. To 

fed absolutely reassured that vve have enough fears at 

any given time to give our lives some snap, it seems 

vve require a running Top Five of Fear, with some 

fears cm the way up and others on the way down. 

Otherwise, life just gets stale. 
At press rime, fear of owning inferior children has 

topped the chart for some months. Most parent-age 

people in New York, having managed to arrive in a 

career, find in child-rearing a whole new occupation 

at which they might fail miserably. The four current 

runners-up are: 

* fear of one’s credit card carbons falling into the 

wrong hands 

* fear of terrorist attack 

* fear of curb-jumping runaway cars 

* fear of a hostile takeover in which one’s division 

will be eliminated 

Rut there is, appropriately, a risk here. The Top 

Five of Fear is an index of fashion—and of course, 
nothing remains fashionable in New York for very 

long. Once a fear is canonized in the news weeklies or 

on the from pages of any of the Timers special set- 
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Bosses' secretaries 

Cafe Pacifica (on 

Columbus Avenue) 

Co-op boards 

Co-op Ciiy 

Dancers 

Extreme friendliness 

the FDR Dntv 

Food at Korean deli salad 

ban 

The Four Seasons 

Freight elevators 

Frequent marathoners 

Getting to the 19th Street 
bffdt basin 

Ground floor of 
Hloommgdale s 

Guardian Angels 

Gypsy cabs 

the L line 

Madison Square Garden 

Mnitre d's 

Metal service doors on 

sidewalks 

Most neighborhoods except 
your own 

Motels m Manhattan 

Moving m New Yorl\ 

the New Yorf Marriott 

Marquis (Times Square) 

Paul Stuart salesmen 

People who celebrate New 

Year's Eve in a big way 

Private schools 

Public schools 

the “Rockefeller Center * 

boxes on the west side of 
Sixth Avenue between 

46th and 52rtd Streets 

Roosevelt Island GW* 

ho ns {the most fearsome of all being Science Times), 

that fear is officially dead, and even sts devotees' 

strenuous efforts cannot revive it. 

The current number one, stupid-offspring tear, is 

in fact showing signs of graduating to what experts 

call a perennial—meaning a well of anxiety with 

long-term potential. Given careful media grooming, 

it's then possible for a fear to become a basic fact of 

life” A few ot the all time classics deserve a tip of the 

hat:jW of growing fat ^ fear of bang perceived as having 

grown fat, fear of mat (re d’s, fear of having the ear 

towed, fear of commitment y fear of other races, fear of 

emotion, far of disease, fear of impotence and fear of 

being perceived as impotent, A New Year’s pick* 

around Lax time, look for a surge in fear of not being 

able to maintain a second home, as interest on those 

mortgages is no longer so attractively deductible. 

As it turns out, fear is the great leveler in New 

York. Because of it the rich, though they may not fear 

loss of their second homes, are not that different from 

you and me. The representative of wealth on our 

panel is Mrs. Dorothy Hales Gary, the second of at 

least four ex-wives of the late Theodore S. Gary, a 

man whose grandfather "invented the telephone 

dial" and was, as this Mrs. Gary describes him, 

“eh arming, good-look mg ,.. you know, well brought 

up,a lovely person, and absolutely an American alco¬ 

holic." He was also "practically the president" of 

Genera! Telephone & Electronics* 

Mrs. Gary, a smashing, once-blond spark plug, is 

now a grande dame who lives on East 66th Street, spy 

caught up with her just before her holiday departure 

for Munich and Vienna, She’ll be staying, she says, 

with the Egyptian ambassador in Vienna. She can't 

pronounce the name of her hotel in Munich. 

We ask, “The Bayerischer Hof?” 
"Exacte-moif' she exclaims in tearless French. 

“You speak German? How marvelous. Well, What 

d'you want to know about fear? I think 90 percent of 

the people on two legs vire walking around with fear 

in one direction or another." 

Conversation with Mrs. Gary is much like board¬ 

ing a bullet train: you get on, you strap in and you go. 

“New York is a tough city, and the people who live 

here are used to h “ she says with a martial dip in her 

voice. "I think New York happens to be a hodge¬ 

podge of everything that's governed by money! 1 be¬ 

lieve you live in New York for the stimulation, for 

the excitement and to make money* But I think the 

money might come first. I mean, what other city in 

the USA compares to it? Nothing! Its more fun and 

more risk. And more fun* You can get famous in 

New York, or you can get lost," 

She's a veteran of New York social wars and thus 

inured to run-of-the-mill party fear—Will t he ambus- 

sudor come? Will the quenelles stay together? Will one's 

spouse get smashed?—but Mrs. Gary believes that 

there is a high level of fear at the average Waldorf 

fundraiser. "Social events ate full of fear because 

everybody's so goddamned superficial. You know, 

the people that are risen up in this twentieth-century 

New York are muds m illionaires, but the money is 

only 12yearsold\ Or 15, They ’re so insecure they don’t 

know how to behave, really. The moment rhty enter 

the ballroom or pick up a knife, they’re in fear of 

making one thousand mistakes. They’re afraid of 

themselves because they have no background, a lot of 

them. I don't say all of them, course not, but I'd cer¬ 

tainly say 40 percent of the wealth in New York is 

just . , . people with billions, millions of dollars! 

When they give $3 million in the lottery, you can 

imagine w hat our money means* You know, who arc 

these people?" 

Edmond, a man of considers hie background, com¬ 

pletely agrees that tradition and courtesy are out the 

window in this city. Edmond js a man who has prob¬ 

ably scared more people than have scared him. These 

days, however, he works hard on a publicly funded 
program to clean up municipal parks, scy meets with 

Edmond as he sweeps Union Square* 

"l grew up on 108th Street, in the ghetto, and I've 

been through every ordeal. 1 have 22 stitches in my 

neck and H on my head. J have pimped. I have sold 

drugs, I have helped rob too, but I've only served time 

lor selling reefer. We used to carry around ice pick.? 

in the old days, and if a guy squealed, we'd use it on 

him, but we'd have a party first. Now what scares me 

is how rode people are. And Em do mg something for 

them —I’m cleaning the park. Eve had arguments— 

people have broken my broom because they're in 

such a rush to get past. In my time there was honor 

among people. They were more respectful. They’d 

leave their apartment open, and if you wanted to rob 

them, you did." 

Fear is also a great deal of lun, ami like everything 

else in New York, it can get expensive. Have you ever 

tried to explain to your elders, to out-of-rowners or to 

residents of haute New York the charm of the little 
bistro at Essex and Rivington, just around the corner 

from one of the world’s famous outdoor heroin mar¬ 

kets" Have you ever listened to an Alphabet City real 

estate agent selling a dank, pest ridden hovel? His 

apartments sell themselves. This is anything but re¬ 

cent, and don't let anyone tell you different* Dear old 

Soldo before it had the name was quire spooky a 
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tJic% Snyder, chairman and 

CEO, Simon and Schuster 

Hfit/f/ ftshwon, /. Seward 
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Andrej Reynolds, girlfriend of 
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Mitrif {imuneau. i\eu Vc.'i1^ Jet Ann Miller actress dancer foggy Siegai. publicist 

Mary Rrnnr. art dealer 

TheTweive 
Scariest 
NEW YORKERS 

In some circles 

they are an A-list, 

the city’s Twelve 

Most Wanted— 

interesting, power¬ 

ful, desirable. 

To us, they’re 

just spooky. 
fjjrrv "Rud" Mdmars, found 
object on Tl' f I_.Liie jK'ivhi) 

Marty Lipinn, lawyer speaithi 

mg m mermen and acquisitions 

Yisk;>:> 1 too, finger-widow fohn Cardinal if Connor 

fins furrmtuh, f'tim dtrecmr 
(Itotm fr, jjhcl 

few trucks, no lights, some bums sleeping in refrig¬ 

erator boxes, Donald Judd’s rolltop desk on Spring 

Street—bizarre! And a little scary, But hip* Of 

course, u s hard to remember all that these days, be¬ 

cause our palates need so much more spice than they 

did in 1974. 

Today we actively court fear in real estate. De¬ 

pending on your wallet and your gambling habits, it's 

possible to surf on a pioneering wave of fear to the 

next hip neighborhood, and then the next. If only 

you'd had the good sense to take a place on pre-Pyra¬ 

mid Club Avenue A* Those were some leases. The 

lucky Joes that got them sit today in $300,000 co-ops- 

m-the-making. Now ]Tn afraid you'll have to settle 

for a home along subway routes with strange let¬ 

ters—G, L, M, J* Wild-side real estate chic in 1987 

means living in neighborhoods where your appear¬ 

ance will mystify and anger your neighbors,your dog 

will be killed, there will be no groceries or dry clean¬ 

ing, you will lor the first time in your life purchase a 

handgun—and you’]I know that you have made the 

right decision, because you'll be scared to death, just 

like in 1974 on Avenue A. 

Zev joins our SPY panel. Zev knows nothing of real 

estate fear, nor much of any other fear, for that mat¬ 

ter* He is the self avowed fearless New York man — 

short, feisty, absolutely convinced he can survive any 

event short of a nuclear attack* He could he right. He 

has the fundamental ignorance of a survivor, 

Zev says he owes his lack of fear to his training, 

beginning at 15, as a member ut the Jewish Defense 

League in the streets of East Flatbush, Brooklyn. The 

JDL provided Zev with an introduction to street 

fighting, and he has essentially never stopped* Some 

years ago he emigrated to Israel and enlisted in the 

army. He became a paratrooper and then a long- 

range reconnaissance operative inside Lebanon. I met 

him there in 1981, when he still led night patrols in 

the 'zone. Shortly thereafter he was mustered out, and 

he lived lor a while in Beirut before returning to Isra¬ 
el lor the 1982 invasion of Lebanon, After that he 

went to Afghanistan and fought with the mujahed¬ 

din for nine months. Nowadays Zev leads a quiet, 

productive life m New York, although sometimes 

guys from Army intelligence drop around to ask him 

if he’d like to go back to Afghanistan. But Zev thinks 

he’ll stay in New York lor a while. 

"I tasted fear once," he says proudly. “I was able to 

taste it in my mouth during one of the artillery bar¬ 

rages in Afghanistan. The Russians were shooting 

over our heads and we were pinned down. It had an 

actual taste to it, you know—sweet, sour, fear. Now, 
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ScaryThings 
Ruppert Towers (on Third 

Avenue in the Nineties) 

Si, Paine fa Day celebrants 

Specter of hang one's rent- 

stabilized apartment 

Sushi with roe 

Taking a taxi to one of the 

airports on the eve of a 

major holiday 

Upper Eas t Side female 

real estate brokers 

Using a cash machine at 

night 

Very poor people 

Very rich people 

at first 1 thought. There's something in the bomb that's 

making me feel this ivay, Ufa an electrical charge or some 

radioactivity. But that was fear. Now, Lebanon didn't 

scare me, but there were people there who were 

afraid, During the invasion half my unit was crying 

its head off l had no concept of their petrification- I 

thought God was on my side, therefore I would never 

lose and nothing would ever happen to me.' 

But something is happening to Zev this morning. 

He confesses that he’s on his way to his West Side 

orthodontist to have two w isdom teeth ripped out of 

his head, and he's not happy about it. In fact, Zev 

loses a considerable amount of battlefield cool. He 

says, “Tin not really afraid, but I don’t know; I mean, 

to get my teeth drilled, for me that’s a terrible thing. 

Dentists turn me off totally. When he tells me he’s 

gonna put a drill to my teeth, hey, it’s like ‘You gotta 

put me out of action before you do it. Put me under 

the gas, man.' ” 

The FBFs New York offices are on the 28th floor 

of Federal Plaza on lower Broadway. Only two en¬ 

trances to the building are accessible to the public, 

and traffic is slowred by a couple of alert security 

guards and their metal detector. The FBFs lobby is 

industrial-strength orange and cream, with all the 

grisly cheer of an interstate motel The FBI's recep¬ 

tionist sits behind a great sheet of two-inch-thick bul¬ 

letproof Lexan. She’s scary. And she looks scared. 

Fixed to the wall behind the receptionist are 20 

illustrations of FBI life, stenciled on large, square 

metal shields. The illustrations are reductionist 

graphics, like the signs in international airports in¬ 

tended for people who speak no useful language. The 

message borne by the graphics is fearsome: a pair of 

handcuffs, an agent firing a revolver, a target in the 

shape of a human with bullet holes around its heart, 

microscope, a massive fingerprint, a pair of four-door 

government-issue Chryslers. 

Assistant Special Agent fohn Schiman, a 14-year 

veteran of the bureau, is the man in charge of New 

York's joint Terrorism Task Force. This task force 

was set up by the FBI and the Newr York Police De¬ 

partment m 1980, shortly before the return ol the 
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American hostages from Iran* We asked to speak 

with Agent Sehiman because his job seemed to deal 

with extraordinary amounts of serious fear. Agent 

Sehiman agreed to an interview, graciously overlook¬ 

ing the name of the magazine. 

Agent Sehiman is a quick, straight-spoken fellow 

in his late thirties with a posture of crisp athleticism. 

He smokes Merits and drinks his coffee black. He 

looks like he was a linebacker in high school. "New 

York is really the hub of the U.$. as far as activity in 

crime goes/' he says* "and it’s also the hub within 

terrorism. I mean, every bombing that happens in the 

L.S,, 7% percent of them were occumngin New York 

City. Because of the exposure, the media—that's the 

target, in addition. New York has representatives of 

every nation existing, I mean, the town is really a 

perfect forum to get any points across, because you’re 

gonna have an attentive audience out there 

somewhere." 

Agent Sehiman notes that the international terror¬ 

ists based in New York—-the Libyans/ for exam- 

pie—are virtually nonviolent. He says simply, “This 

is the land of wealth, and most of them don’t want to 

rock the boat, they want to stay here and make money 

to support their operations overseas," Its a little 

tough to imagine groups of international terrorists 

simply wanting to keep a nice, quiet salary rolling in. 

But in fact* thanks in part to the FBI, there hasn’t 

been a single international-terrorist incident in New 

York in more than two years. 

Like any defenseman. Agent Sehiman is required 

to think like his enemy. Presented with a hypotheti 

cal terrorist perched atop the Manhattan Bridge, 

about to drop dynamite on the traffic below, the (1- 

man responds coolly, "The chances of him doing any¬ 

thing are slim to none, I le's exposed. Most American 

terrorists want to hit and get out. They don't want to 

dick around, they want freedom alter their act, 

“Probably the worst fear in dealing with a terrorist 

act would he the lone terrorist who can fly a small 

aircraft, loads it up with TNT and kamikazes into 

the UN— -you re not gonna stop him, YbrrVc not 

gonna stop him." 

It s proper that Sehiman tears the people whom it 

is impossible to neutralize. His appreciation for the 

show biz needs of the failed terrorist, however, neatly 

dovetails with what spy has been able to ascertain is 

the all-around worst fear in New York. 

It's this: every New Yorker—party goer, politi¬ 

cian, cabdriver, waiter, cop, drug addict, deinstitu¬ 
tionalized mental patient, even those misguided souls 

actually in the performing arts—needs to perform in 

a had way. We are essentially a city of understudies 

waiting in the wings. Thus, the most pervasive New 

York tear is not the tear of per forming but the tear oi 

preventing oneself from performing, of flubbing it 

when the big moment finally arrives—in short, fear 

of stage fright. Contracting stage fright means that 

you lose your license to live here. In this sense, our 

tailed New York terrorist is just another second-rate 

actor suffering from a magnificent attack of perfor¬ 

mance anxiety, who’s trying to make it right by dan 

gling that stick of dynamite over rush-hour traffic, 

desperately hoping to pull it off before somebody tells 

him it's been done. you’re boring, the best thing you can 

do note is leave town, $ 
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When visiting 

New York 

they promptly seek 

lodgings 

with the merest of 

acquaintances, 

relying on 

their accents 

to ingratiate. 

They stay forever, 

bent on 

recoloniztng 

America 

one apartment 

at a time. 

Richard Stingel 

warns that the 

British are coming — 

and staying, 

and staying, and 

staying. 

WHEN I CAME DOWN FROM OXFORD FIVE 

years ago and returned to New York (without a de¬ 

gree* but with a precious mid-Atlantic accent)* I was 

glad to be done with England. The place can get 

claustrophobic, and I had had it with fishy hand¬ 

shakes and intellectual snoutincss. I found a studio 

apartment and started my life. 1 soon learned, howev¬ 

er, that I was not finished with England, for while at 

Oxford (in a sherry haze, no doubt), 1 must have 

signed some obscure Anglo-American treaty without 

reading the fme print. Under this agreement, appar¬ 
ently, all Americans who have ever matriculated at 

Oxford and Cambridge are obligated to teed, lodge 

and entertain any Englishmen they knew, met or 

vaguely heard of while in England, or any triend or 

acquaintance of any Englishmen they knew, met or 

vaguely etc., etc. 
/^ vice anglais is nor what the French think it is. 

Indeed, it is not a vice at all, but actually a peculiar 

kind ofgenius. It is the English talent for frednading. 

which also goes by the names sponging, leeching 

and the more American mooching. This ability, J 

think, is the finest flowering of postwar English 

achievement and is best glimpsed in New York, a 

place where a pervasive social insecurity enables the 

Englishman to barter charm for sustenance, to trade 

smug sophistication for a fold out couch. What raises 
this talent to an art is the nonchalance with which the 

English expect hospitality from us, and ihe breath¬ 

taking shamelessness with which they abuse it. New 

York abounds with legendary stories ol British free- 

loading: The Girl Who Lived in Manhattan for Five 

Years Without an Apartment; The Couple Who 

Came Here on Their Honeymoon and Stayed for 

Four Weeks Whth People They Did Not Know. 

About two years ago 1 received a call from a bank¬ 

er friend ol mine in London. He told me that his 

Inend Peter, whom l had met once at a rugby match, 

was coming to New York, Would l mind if he rang 

me up1 No, not at all. Peter did, and we went to 

lunch. He was an architect, a Cambridge graduate, 

and had the kind of sniffy languor that suggested that 

even though lunch was less than superb* he had no 

particularly better place to be that afternoon, After I 

paid the bill, he told me that he had quite a bit ol 

luggage, and would I mind terribly keeping some of 

it for a few days until he could send for it? 1 thought it 

an odd request but said yes. The only problem was 

that I would not be going hack to my apartment until 

late that evening. J told Peter, however, that I would 

call up the doorman and have my apartment un¬ 

locked so that he could deposit his bags. Fine. 

I returned home that night at about I2:i0. 1 

opened the door and instantly sensed that something 

was awry. The lights were off, and l almost always 

leave them on. I followed a trail of Peter's hags into 

the living room and there found Peter and a young 

woman fasr asleep in my bed—the only bed. Socks 

and trousers and underwear were strewn about. I 
went elsewhere. I returned the next day in the laic 

afternoon. They were gone, but their hags were still 

there. I didn’t hear from Peter for a few days, and 

then fie called to say that he'd like to fetch his stuff. I 

made the same arrangement with the doorman and 
returned that evening to find, to my relief, no sign of 

Peter or his hags, On the dining room table he had 

left a three inch- high chocolate champagne bottle. 

We are talking, of course, about upper-class, well- 

educated Englishmen. They arc the ones who act as 

though the world existed merely to divert them 

pleasantly; who fed that an Oxbridge accent is 

enough to command fawning obeisance in former 

colonies. 1 imagine that once you’ve lost an empire, 

you kind of feel that the world owrcs you something. 

After all, there is a precedent: when the British first 

came, they stayed for a couple hundred years before 

their put-upon hosts took up arms against them. 

The younger English deadbeats, those still in uni¬ 

versity or just out* arrive in the U.S, with twro things: 
a Greyhound bus pass and an address book, the latter 

sometimes known as the Sponge List. Typically they 

arrive with no toilet articles. But this is less of a prob¬ 

lem than might be expected, as your toothpaste tube 
will rarely be pressed into action and your shampoo 

will be taken only once a week, like a spoonful of 
castor oil. They will be mightily impressed, however, 

that you have hot and cold running water coming 
from a single spout. 

Hygiene, like cooking, is not something they’re 

much good at. "The British dunk have terribly high 

standards*’’ says one now residing here, Alexandra 

“Gully" Wells, "They'll put up with any old shit. One 

Iriend who stayed two weeks had felt his toothbrush 

at home. He still hadn't replaced it by the end of rhe 

first week* so he decided it wasn’t worth getting a 

new one because he had less than a week logo." And 

il they should surprise you with an offer to help in the 
kitchen alter dinner, don’t let them: lor some unfath¬ 

omable reason, Brits put the dishes our to dry without 

first rinsing off the suds* 

T hey think of cramped New York apartments as 

something akin to hoarding school, For them, living 

hugger-mugger next to people they hardly know- and 

don’t care for is nothing new. “English people of a 

certain class get used to having people around all the 

time because they’ve gone to boarding school*’’ says 
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an English cookbook author who lives in New York. 

“If you spend five years of your life in a room with 15 

other people, you do get quite immune to it,” 

The older British freeloaders are often wealth v 

enough to stay in a hotel {or boy one), but if wouldn't 

even cross their minds to do so. Staying in a hotel is 

"common/' Even though they may have a country 

house in Surrey with a dozen bedrooms* they will 

camp out on a couch in a New York garret rather 
rhan spring for a room* "If they do stay in a hotel*" 

says British playwright and journalist John Heilpern, 

“they stay m the Algonquin. Its so study and ineffi¬ 

cient, it reminds them of home." 

The older the family money, the more likely they 
J ■# P Jr J 

are to be spongers* In England old money is treated 

like an esteemed family heirloom—a medieval side¬ 

board, say, to he admired* occasionally dusted* but 

never* never used. Money in America, on the other 

hand, is made to be spent. Indeed, Brits seem to be¬ 

lieve that New Yorkers can spiritually launder their 

nouveau wealth by spending it on civilized English 

folk. T hese are the freeloaders who have developed a 

reputation lor being glacially slow in reaching for 

their wallets, or for simply announcing that, like 

Prince Charles, they just don't have one* Have you 

ever, for example, seen a Brit pay tor a taxi? 

"The English upper class are notoriously mean," 

says an English upper-class woman-a bout-town. "A 

certain duke and duchess were invited by this per- 

Iccily ghastly Texan to come to ] Jouston. She told 
them that she would pay for their entire trip. Well, 

they came* and because it was a freebie* They'd do 

anything for a freebie. They had the most hideous 

time* but it didn't matter because they didn't pay for 

it/' She recalls one girl, the daughter of a viscount, 

who managed to hang around New York for !8 

months without having an apartment. “She was ab¬ 

solutely appalling. She knew l didn't like her, but 

that didn't stop her from calling me. She'd call and 

ask to stay for three or four weeks. Ed say no, and 

then she’d call my roommate and ask her the same 

question/1 
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T he traveling Bril is the worst offender. By wray of 

protection, 1 offer a multiple-choice guide to free¬ 

loaders' Opening gambits. The phone rings, "Hello, 

this is (a) Nigel; (b) lan; (c) Simon.” Who? lTm a 

friend of (a) Chadwick’s; (b) John and Sarah s, who 

are great pals of Stephen and Lucy’s; (c) old Pom pic, 

you remember him? " Oh, yes, of course, “Well, you 

sec, I’m planning on visiting the U.S.” Fine, When? 

“Well, actually ]/m here at (a} La Guardia airport; (h) 

Pori Authority; (c) er, downstairs” Pause, "Well, 1 

was wondering if yon wouldn't mind terribly if I (a) 

could get your advice on places to stay; (b) came to see 

you; (c) bunked in on your couch lor a night or two, 

don't vuu know,” Note that in the last sentence, (a) 

and (b) are synonymous with (ch 

Even if you explain that all you have is a ramshack¬ 

le cot and a tiny a me room and garbage trucks that 

begin groaning outside the window at 5:30 a.m., they 

won’t blanch. This is the still upper hp. They may 

think it s a bloody inconvenience for you, hut it will 

be fine, temporarily, lor them, 

Englishmen living in New York are very often 

prey to British freeloaders. One Englishman who 
came to New' York to work for an international ad¬ 

vertising agency has been here for six months; he and 

his wife have had visitors for all but three weeks of 

that time. "We rented a one-bed room in part to dis¬ 

courage visitors,” he says. "The living room, more¬ 

over, has no curtains. We thought il might flummox 

some people, hut it hasn't. People ring us up whom 

wc hardly know.” Even the Brils paid to promote the 

image of the United Kingdom admit that the English 

are shameless freeloaders, “The first time 1 stayed 

with friends in New York, ten years ago, I stayed on 

and off for three months,'1 says Robert Tilley, a flack 

with the British Tourist Authority here. "But 1 my' 

self once had a British houseguest for five months. 

(>nce the British get here, they don’t want to leave ” 

The noted English sense of privacy undergoes a 
sea change in New York, In London the idea of strik¬ 

ing up a conversation with someone you don't know 

is regarded as highly impertinent, if not downright 

rude. Yet the same Englishman who would give a 

friendly stranger a frosty stare in London will readily 

sack out in the New York apartment of someone he 

has never met before. To maintain his own sense 

of decorum, he will continue to treat his host like a 

stranger, or perhaps a mildly annoying inconve¬ 

nience. “A British houseguest,” says British aphorist 

and longtime Manhattanite Quentin Crisp, "will stay 

forever and will become more imperious as time goes 

by, The first night you put a hot-water bottle in his 

bed, he’ll say. You shouldn’t have done that. I he 

second night he'll say, ‘Thank you/ The third night 

he’ll say, ’Where s my hot-water bottle?’ " Ultimate' 

ly, the English don't recognize when they are being 

impolite. They believe that if they scrupulously ob¬ 

serve l he pi olocoi o f pu \ \ te n ess. r hey ca n bl i th e i y m a ke 

vour life miserable. 
if 

There are several categories of I Reloading Brit. 

The Peripatetic Parasite, This fellow follows you 

like a sniffling cold you cannot shake. An Indian 
friend of mine from Oxford recalls how an Oxonian 

he barely knew came to visit him at his parents7 house 

in California. " I hen I Hew to Boston a few days later. 

Suddenly he appeared at my doorstep there. After a 

lew days 1 returned to New York, and he appeared 

once again and stayed for three and a hat I weeks. 

Another time there was a certs bed sponge, an accom¬ 

plished parasite. I told him that he had to leave by 

Friday because I had two other guests arriving. He 

did not leave, and 1 had three guests for the week. He 

was completely unembarrassed,” 

The Snobby Sponce. In the nineteenth cemurv the 
•r 

line on the U.S. was that il was without the "interest” 

that makes a country civilizcd. 1 he U.S,,as Matthew 

Arnold wrote, had produced nothing that English¬ 

men need bother with. These visitors retain a strong 

memory trace of snobbery based on centuries of im¬ 

perialism and incessant dining out on the fact that 

Shakespeare was an Englishman. Cecil Beaton was 

the model of the modern Snobby Sponge. His con¬ 

tempt fur Americans was exceeded only by his deter¬ 

mination to milk them. T have come here to rook the 

Americans, to make money and to have a good time,1 

he confided to his diary. Snobby Sponges come to 

New York and carp endlessly about bow tawdry and 

dirty and gaudy everything is, particularly after they 

have been refused entry at Nell's. They consider 

themselves guest professors of the civilized life, 

bringing a touch of learning and savoir vivre to our 

vacuous American lives- 

T he Bored Burr. Nothing impresses them. Except, 

perhaps, the price of a drink. T heir reticence and en¬ 

nui heighten an American's neurotic compulsion to 

entertain them. One New York editor was routed by 

the torpor of his guests. "Ids not so much that they 

spend a night or two, hut they make you feel that 
you’re obligated to amuse them, So you take them to 

the theater and then a jazz club and maybe out danc¬ 

ing* and then they make you fed like ‘Well, there 

really isn’t much to do in New York, is there?’ 

British visitors tend to have strange, often naive 

views of New York. Some approach the city with a 

romafine sense oJ ihc prinutive; What <aj iou$ dances 

these tvogs have. Certain myths about New York are 

hardy perennials* like the one about crocodiles in the 

sewers. One Oxonian J knew, by the name of Ste¬ 

phen, stayed on the lumpy couch of a friend of mine, 

Stephen had been invited to a wedding in Philadel¬ 

phia on the assumption that he would never he able to 

make it. He came and staved for two weeks. "Alter 
J 

he left," my friend recalls* T was cleaning up am! I 

found a stack of postcards behind the touch. The first 

one Went something like this: ’Dear Cohn, I"ni in 

New York, ant! just as legend has it, the crocs are 

enormous. Fin.' The second: ’Dear Rachel, \ 'm slay¬ 

ing in an apartment on the ground floor, ami the 

crocs are so big here that when l was sitting on the 

toilet one nipped me on the bum, Love, Ian/ Every 

postcard had something about the crocs ill” 

Often the Brits don’t seem to realize that this is 

New York, not Mayfair or some Madame Tttssauds 

mock -up of Manhattan, At 2:00 a.m. visi ting Eng- 
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lishmcn have heen known to cry, “Say, let's go to 

Harlem,’ as though they expected to fund Hi I lie I Jolt 

day singing the blues m a smoky speakeasy and saxo¬ 

phonists playing lonely melodies cm every street 

corner. Everywhere they go, they assume that their 

urbanity is a shield against unpleasantness. One New 

Yorker who has spent years dallying with Eurotrash 

remembers how two English bankers, one accompa¬ 

nied by bis Italian girlfriend, came to stay at her East 

Side apartment. She was relegated to the couch so 

that the lovers could have her bed. One night after 

dinner they all returned to her apartment. She decid¬ 

ed to go to sleep at about midnight, and they went 

out. At 3:00 a.m. she was awakened by a very high, 

very smelly downtown cocaine dealer sitting on the 

edge of her bed. 4‘Oh, that's Morris, said one oi the 

Englishmen with democratic sangfroid as he pre¬ 

pared to do business. 

The British have always made the distinction be¬ 

tween the Traveler and the Tourist. The Traveler is 

(he heir to the explorers who traversed the globe pm 

ling on kalTiychs anil dhotis in pursuit ol knowledge 

and the pleasure ol feeling superior The Tourist 

lakes package holidays, stays in I I ikon hotels and 

doesn't speak French. The Traveler stays with 

triends or, il that's impossible, with someone, anyone, 

..I nature. Upper-class English freeloaders have .in .ih- 

solute horror ol appearing to he tourists. 

To ilit- freeloader, all places are pseudoplaces. 

They tend to do the same things in New York (hat 

they do in I .ondon; go out to dinner and then rent a 

video. Often they will arrive knowing the name of 

some recondite hole in (he F.ast Village, to which they 

will drag you off on their first night in town; when 

you gel there, you will think that you have stumbled 
into an Old Etonians reunion on Avenue B. They arc 

much more amused seeing one another in New York 

than they would he in London. For a period of about 

two years, every Englishman 1 knew who came to 

New York wanted rn go to II Yagabondo, that nar¬ 

row trattoria on East 62nd Si reel. Of course, they 

would never know the name of it, and would simply 

say, "Shall we go to that odd restaurant with the 

boccie court in it?" 

New Yorkers are partly to blame tor the epidemic 

of British freeloaders. Manhattanites,alas,are pathet¬ 

ic suckers for an English accent. At the sound of an 

effete Oxford trill or even a yobby Yorkshire drone, 

most New Yorkers feel overdressed or undereducat¬ 

ed. They are certain, however, that an Englishman in 

their midst enhances their social cachet, when in tact 

it merely shows they will go to embarrassing lengths 

to subsidize their own social climbing. New York so¬ 

cial climbers and British freeloaders were made for 

each other—a match made in Mortimer's. 

And once the visiting Brits tap into New York's 

reservoir of unctuous Anglophilia, it is all but impos¬ 

sible tli get rid of them. For a while, my policy was to 

present a Mom I runt, to offer a wall of distant polite¬ 

ness but liefer proiler the couch—m other words, to 

he have like any Londoner would to an American in 

terJoper. I've since relented. I've decided that there's 

something reassuring about seeing imperious Brits 

scrape around for an invitation. After all, there is 

nothing like sleeping on a shaky sofa bed in the mid¬ 

dle of a strange living room to prick pomposity. - 

2:00 Q.m, 

visiting 

Englishmen 

have been 

known to cry, 

"Say, let's 

go to Harlem," 

as though 

they expected 

to find 

Billie Holiday 

singing the 

blues in a 

smoky speakeasy 
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HOW 

RICH 
IS THAT 

D O G G I E 
IN THE 

L I M O ? 

NELL SCOVELL interrogated 

the Buckleys, the Petries, the LeFraks 

and other notorious Manhattan 

swells about their extremely 

pampered pets. They confessed 

everything. 

A L E K A I 

Aristocrat 

“Rofpiem 

LeFrak 

'We have dogs whose paws 

never touch the ground” 
—Dr, Howard Kessler* 

an East Side veterinarian 

Pal Buckley s two Cavalier King Charles Spaniels 

have eight perfectly good legs. Stilly Buckley some¬ 

times dispatches a chauffeur and car to fetch them 

from the dog-grooming salon. 

For the Buckley babies and other Upper East Side 

curs* luxury transportation is but one of the givens of 

their hopelessly pampered world—a world in which 

privileged pets drink from silver bowls and never say 

when. 

The clothing season for dogs is at its peak, and at 

Karens for People and Pets* on Lexington Avenue* 

the fashion word of the moment is sparkle. lTm doing 

a lot of gold and bronze Lurex and sequins with 

matching leashes and collars*' says Karen Thomp¬ 

son, the boutique's owner. 'Ttn also doing dog sweat¬ 

ers inspired by Issey Miyake.” The hand-knit, all- 

wool sweaters cost $50. 

At Le Chien, on First Avenue, dogs are fitted for 

mink coats that cost as much as $800. For casual wear 

(if a dog wearing clothes can ever be called casual), 

there are raincoats and sweaters* Dog accessories in¬ 

clude a string of cultured pearls and a 14-karat-gold 

identification pendant. 

Another popular accessory is the Louis Vuitton 

Sac Chien ($430 to $470). This handbag with breath¬ 

ing vents is so in demand that customers at the Man¬ 

hattan Vuitton store are happy to spend up to a year 

on a waiting list. 

Alpo and Mighty Dog are good enough for the 

ordinary American household pet, but some New 

York dogs are force-fed high-protein Eukanuba dog 

food. It is unusually healthful* its manufacturers 
claim. And for the New York pet lover, heres the 

attractive part: Eukanuba is twice as expensive as or¬ 

dinary dog food—$9.99 for an eight-pound hag. 

For some owners* though* no commercial claim of 

quality will suffice. Cindy Hughes takes time out 

from her very busy career as a designer to cook twice 

a day for her Shar Pei* Coco Chanel Puppoir, She 

uses recipes from a holistic dog cookbook. "People 

say I'm crazy,” Hughes says* like a mind reader, "but 

my sister had two kids at this age [29}* and she cooks 

for them three times a day." 

A well-balanced diet is particularly important for 

Suzie* a Park Avenue miniature poodle with a 

weight problem. She's not fat* but Air France has an 

eleven-pound limit on animals flying in Le Club 

class. Since Suzie apparently must travel to Paris ev¬ 

ery year* she is required by her mother, Lucille 

Lowy-Solomon* to diet. "Its a good thing she likes 

celery*” Solomon says. 

The East Side apartment building construction 

boom has turned many moneyed-class dogs into pre¬ 
scription-drug addicts. “A lew years ago Macduff (a 

bearded collie] became so nervous" his owner* Sonny 

Sloan, says. "We later found out that dogs with acute 

hearing can pick up the warning signal before a blast 

on a construction site. We had to give him Valium 

until the blasting stopped ” 
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Peaches 

Petrie is 

paper- 

trained to use 

only the 
nr1, f Umess 

Sunday 

classifieds. 

She will not 

soil any 
section with 

pictures 

A bet re readjusted pet with improved self-esteem 

can be had through cosmetic as well as chemical 

means, and it’s no surprise that elective surgery foT 

dogs is on the rise. Dr, Howard Kessler, a veterinar¬ 

ian on East 55th Street, performs about 20 operations 

a week. "Were doing a lot more plastic surgery these 

days,*’ he says* "Orthodonture, removal of warts and 

blemishes* eye-lifts for Shar Peis/1 

The pets' adoptive parents, ol course, feel such 

slavish devotion is worth it, “As society becomes 

more and more alienated/' says pet expert Brian Kil- 

commons, "women are turning to animals for love, 

attention and protection,” In some instances, a rela¬ 

tionship with a dog can cause problems with sur¬ 

rounding human relationships. Priorities must be set, 

"'Some guys get jealous of Coco/' says Cindy Hughes, 

"They say, "You give more attention to her than me/ 

But you have to. You have to ma^e a commitment to 

your dog!' 

Herewith, profiles of the East Side's most promi¬ 

nent dogs—the precious curs who share bed and 

board with the Richard LeFraks, the Milton Petries 

and the William F. Buckleys, 

Ruffle LeFrak 

Only a year old. Ruffle has already tasted the good 

life. Just by wagging her tail near a coffee table in her 

Fifth Avenue apartment, she puts several Picasso 

vases at risk. 

Ruffle was tutored at home once a week for lour 

months by Brian Kilcommons. " Actually, obedience 

training is more for the owner than for the dog,” says 

Karen LeFrak, Ruffle's human parent. Fortunately, 

Ruffle has managed to develop basic dog values. 

“She's a very natural dog/' LeFrak says. "She doesn't 

polish her toes." 

Ruffle has a distinct fondness for classical music. 

Because she isn’t allowed in Carnegie Hall, she must 

settle for the Philharmonic's outdoor concerts in 

Central Park. "Mozart is her favorite/' LeFrak says, 

LeFrak likes taking Ruffle to Jacks restaurant, or 
on shopping sprees to 1. Miller and Lady Continental 

Shoes as well as Van Cleef & ArpeU, 
LeFrak bought Ruffle when she realized her two 

teenage sons no longer liked to be cuddled, "It was 

either have a baby or get a dog,” she says* Ruffle even 

attends dinners at the apartment of LeFrak's father- 

in-law, real estate developer Samuel LeFrak. 

In her own home, Ruffle coob off on the small 

terrace that faces Fifth Avenue, with a perfect view of 

the park. The terrace also comes in handy on rainy 

days, says LeFrak, since Ruffle can relieve herself 

without going for a walk. “I never knew the value of 

an unused terrace until now/1 

Peaches Petrie 

"There's no doubt about it, she's one of us,” says 

Carroll Petrie, the socialite wife of Milton Petrie, a 

retail-store magnate who by Forbes's count is worth 

at least $700 million* Peaches travels widely with her 

family, spending spring and fall on Fifth Avenue, 

winters in Nassau and summers in Southampton. 

Peaches goes to the grooming salon once a week, 

and she is schooled in etiquette* “She's a lady,” Petrie 

says. “She’s very gentle and very kind—she'll lei you 

play with her ears or what-have-you.” 

Except for the occasional limousine trip or short 

walk up Mad ison, Peaches spends most of her time in 

the Petries’ private quarters, sharing their hed* 

"Peaches is supposed to stay at the foot of the bed, but 
Milton is so good-natured, he lets her walk all over 

him/ Petrie says. She also shares their bathroom, She 
is paper-trained to use only the Times's Sunday classi¬ 

fieds; the dog will not soil any section with pictures. 

Peaches takes two of her daily meals in the bath- 

room. For dinner, however, she “goes right into the 

dining room with us/' Petrie says. "We pul her little 

glass bowl down and we all eat together” Peaches 

prefers lamb and chicken. 

Although she is nearly two years old, Peaches is 

not yet ready for full-scale socializing, according to 

her adoptive mother. “She's so small that when 1 en¬ 

tertain, I have to leave her in the bedroom. She tends 

to come up behind people. In a big group I'm afraid 

someone might step on her.” Still, Petrie says, “her 

friends are our friends. She is quite extraordinary at 

deciding who are our friends and who are not* She 

makes more noise when the window cleaners come 

than when our guests arrive/' 

Lowey and Freddy 

Buckley 

William F. Buckley Jr/s brother, James, may be a 

federal judge, but his dogs brother is in the White 

House. Rex Reagan—the presidents dog- was in 

the same litter as Lowey. “Mrs. Reagan saw my dog 

and made arrangements with the breeder for the 

president to get her one/' Pat Buckley says* Still, hav¬ 
ing relatives in high places doesn't always help. Like 

Billy Carter, who also characteristically urinated out¬ 

doors, Lowey has not been invited to visit his brother 

in Washington* 

Although Lowey and his half brother, Freddy, 

named after investment banker Freddy Melhado, 

don't get to go to Washington, they do travel to Swit¬ 
zerland in February and stay until the end of March. 

“They're brilliant skiers/' says Pat Buckley* "I used 

to take my old dog, Rollie, for skt de fond—do you 

know what that is? Its cross-country skiing—but I 

can't do it anymore/’ 
Although Buckley says that she has “no patience 

for women who take dogs shopping/’ she tries to 

keep the dogs dose at hand at all times, even at night. 

"The dogs sleep in my bed," she says. And what 

about her husband? "He's there, too, but it some¬ 

times gets a bit crowded." 

The two Cavalier King Charles Spaniels have dis¬ 

tinct personalities: Lowey is shy, and Freddy is ag¬ 

gressive. They “hate all other dogs/’ according to 

Buckley* They do, however, enjoy riding in Lhe lim¬ 

ousine. '*1 certainly do spoil them, but they're very 

obedient/1 she says* Although house-trained, the 

dogs do not do tricks* "Nothing is more revolting 

than trained dogs who do tricks," says Buckley. "It's 

too undignified for words. How many people do you 

see who sit up and beg?” 9 
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Date: November 5,1986 
Place: New York City 
Objective; crime 
New York City is a 

lawless town. Don't be 

deceived by the ordered 

lines of the skyline. New 

Yorkers who scurry 

through the crooked 
streets below know that 

every day they wobble 

on the edge of a 

violently bubbling social 
stew whose ingredients 

spell only C H-A O-S. 

Following in the boldest 

tradition ol adversarial 

journalism, SPY 

dispatched ERIC 

Kaplan to join the 

* A 

proximity of a person s pack of preying wolves 

who gobble up that 

stew. For one day he 
wras to &rea% the taw and 

experience whatever 

penalties thereby 

ensued. Here, in his 

own words, is the whole 

ghastly story, 

10:17 a.m. 

Crime: 

Disorderly Conduct (Fig. 1] 

As if to scoff at civilized 

notions of decency, 1 

make the obscene ‘large 

breasts" gesture in a 
public place, violating 

Section 240.20 of the 
New York State Penal 

Law. 

Maximum sentence: 

15 days in the slammer 

10:19 AJ*. 

Crime: 

Jostling 

I violate Penal Law 

Section 165,25 by 

“intentionally and 
unnecessarily" placing 

my hand “in the 

pocket or handbag." 

Maximum sentence: 
one year 

11:30 a.m. 
Crimes: 

Obscenity—Disseminating 

Indecent Material to 
Minors 

Manufacture of 

Unauthorized Recording 
of Sound 

Unlawfully Dealing With a 
Child (Fig, 2) 

I take this adorable 

child to a pornographic 
cinema in Times 

Square, where he sees 

images of sexual 

activity. Watching the 

movie will plant 

unrealistic expectations 

in him of both the 

polymorphism and the 

vivacity of normal 

sexual congress, thereby 

warping him for life. I 

also record the film on 

cassette and give the 

child a Budweiscr when 
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it is done (violations 

oi Penal Law 

Seatons 235.21,27105 

and 2G0.2U, 

respectively). 

Maximum sentence: 

for movie, four vears; 

for recording, tour 

years; tor Hud, three 
months 

similar obscene articles 

is presumed to possess 

them with intent to 

promote the same."’ 
Maximum sentence: 

one year 

1:25 P.M, 

Crimes: 

Inciting to Riot 
Criminal Anarchy 

b 

1:10 pm. 
Crime: 

Obscenity; 

presumptions 

Before leaving the 

While waiting for the 

No, 7 train, I engage in 

a spell of illegal 

soaphoxing. To begin 
with, I thumb my nose 

neighborhood, I buy 

copies of Harold 

Robbins's six most 

recent novels. 

According to Penal Lawr 

Section 235,10, “A 

person who possesses six 

or more identical or 

at Penal Law Section 

240,08 when I exhort 
my fellow travelers to 

express their anger at 

the Ml A by engaging 

in "tumultuous and 

violent conduct. ' Then, 

in a more radical mood. 

I advocate changing the 

form of the existing 

government of New 

York State by means of 

violence, an agenda 

specifically prohibited 

by Section 240.15 of the 

Pe nal Law. 

Maximum sentence: 

lor inciting to riot, one 

year; for anarchy, four 

years 

1:28 P.M. 

Crime: 

Aggro voted Harassment 

Disappointed by the 

crowd s apathy but em¬ 
boldened by the state’s 

lack of vigilance, and 

still waiting for the 

train, I use a pay phone 

to make a telephone call 

"with no purpose ol 

legitimate 

communication," 

violating Penal Law 

Section 240.30. 

Maximum sentence: 

one year 

3:30 wm. 

Crime: 

Trespass {Fig. 3) 

The farthest uptown 

that 1 get on my 

felonious spree is 

Cleopatra’s Needle in 
Central Park, where I 

violate the sanctity of 

this cherished public 

monument (Penal Law 

Section 140,05). 
Maximum sentence: 

15 days 

/ 
decide to 

commit one last 

crime in the grand 

tradition of l^ex Luther 

and Professor 

Mor tarty 
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4:10 pm, 

Crime; 

Fortune Telling 

(Fig, 4) 

Back downtown to scoff 

at the state's rational 

prohibition of the occult. 

“A person is guilty oJ 

fortune telling when, tor 

a fee or compensation 

which he directly or 

indirectly solicits or 

receives, he... holds 

himself out as being 

able, by claimed or 

pretended use of occult 

powers,.«to exorcise, 

influence or affect evil 

spirits... ,fT violating 

Penal Law Section 

165.35* 

Maximum sentence: 

thrre months 

5:15 pjm. 

Crimes: 

Fraudulent Accosting 

Promotion of 

Gambling 2 

IFig. 5) 
Red card, red card! 

Beneath a Lotto ad, I 

lighten the wallets of 

dupes, rubes, mooncalfs 

and simpletons, and the 

day pays lor itself. 

Maximum sentence: 

for accosting, one year; 

for gambling, one year 

6:07 p.m. 

Crime: 

Offensive Exhibition 

(Fig* 6] 

One is guilty by law of 

Offensive Exhibition 

when he "participates in 

... an exhibition in the 

nature of public 

entertainment or 

amusement in 

which...a person is 

held up to ridicule or 

contempt by voluntarily 

submitting to 

indignities such as ihe 
throwing o! halls or 

other articles at his 

head or body, 
violating Penal Law 

Section 245.05, Phis 

law I break with saucy 

impunity. 

Maximum sentence: 

15 days 

6:08 pm. 

Crime: 

Possession of Fireworks 

(Fig. 7} 

Th is form of excitement 

is against the law. 

Maximum sentence: 
3 5 days 

7:15 p.m. 

Crime: 

Loitering 

Criminal Impersonation 

(Fig. 8) 

Alter a clay of crime 

unpunished and virtue 

outraged, I decide to 

commit one last crime in 

the grand tradition of 

Ixx I aithor and 

7:22 pjw 0 
Apprehended by two 

patrolmen of the 5th 

Precinct, New York 

City Police Department 
(Fig. 9). 1 could be 

charged with Disorderly 

Conduct, Jostling* 

Obscenity— 

Disseminating Indecent 

Material to Minors, 

Manufacture of 

Unauthorized 

Recording of Sound, 

Unlawfully I baling 

With a Child, 

Obscenity, Inciting to 

Riot, Criminal Anarchy, 

Aggravated 

Possession of Fireworks, 

Loitering, Criminal 

impersonation and 17 

counts of conspiracy to 

commit same. 

Total maximum 

sentence; 19 years, 8 

months, 15 days 

But the criminals 

best friend, a legal 

system encumbered 

beyond dilapidation by 

liberal judges and crack- 

related deaths, has me 

on the street the next 

day. 
Only to break Lhe law 

again. 

November 6 

9:14 a m. 

Crime: 

Street Vending Without o 

License {Fig. 10) S' 

Professor Moriarty. I 

return to the Puck 

Building to collect 

accomplices and do a 

Loitering 4 on Jersey 

Street, **A person is 

guilty of loitering when 

he,.. being masked or 

in any manner disguised 

by unusual or unnatural 

attire or facial alteration, 

loiters, remains or 

congregates in a public 
place with other persons 

so masked or 

disguised," according to 

Penal Law Section 

240.35, At the same time 

1 commit Criminal 
Impersonation of a 

Tantnc deity (Penal 

Law Section 190.25). 

Maximum sentence: 

for masks, 15 days; lor 

impersonation, one year 

Harassment, Trespass, 

Fortune Telling, 

Fraudulent Accosting, 

Promotion of Gambling 

2, Offensive Exhibition, 
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APARTMENT 

AT THE MOVIES 
by Bruce Handy 

FOR MF„ THE MOST 

memorable moment in the 
film Something Wild came 

when Jeff Daniels, looking 

for a girlfriend at her old 

apartment, is asked by the 

new tenant, "Hey* do you know what her rent 

was?...This building is supposed to be rent- 

stabilized; l think the landlord is screwing 

me/' The New York audience busted up upon 

hearing this not particularly witty piece of dia¬ 

logue. The re s certainly no joke there at 

least, not one that Aristophanes or Joey Ad¬ 

ams would recognize-—vet this exchange pro¬ 

vokes the biggest laugh in the picture. 

Why are these people laughing? Because 

rent control is on almost every New Yorker s 

mind more than a little ol the time, and every 

New Yorker has been screwed by a landlord, 

or pretends to have been for the sake of small 

talk and urban solidarity. The audience 

laughed out of recognition, the way family 

members chortle at a home movie that to an 

outsider looks like a group of mi rthless people 

standing around a barbecue. Human beings 

love to see themselves depicted. So do New 

TOPIC 
k 

Yorkers. Sometimes. 

Over the last ten years livable and affordable 

have atrophied as viable local adjectives, and 

real estate has become this city's favorite ob¬ 

session. At the same time the number of fea¬ 

ture films shot each year in New York has 

increased dramatically—Irom 23 in 1975 to 85 

in 19HT The confluence of these factors is af¬ 

fecting the way we watch movies. Kept alert 

by claustrophobia, New Yorkers arc too at¬ 

tuned to habitat to ever entirely relax and give 

themselves over to any film that portrays a 

New’ York City living space. (This brand of 

association should not be confused with the 

self-affirming thrill some people get when 

they recognize a familiar locale on the big 

screen, causing even sedate East Side theaters 

to buzz and hum: "Hey! See where Madonna jr 

idling that jacket? Vve been there!") 

It s impossible to enjoy a movie when every 

interior reminds you of the niggardliness of 

your own four walls and ceiling. A tnend liv¬ 

ing in a Brooklyn ghetto walked out of Mos¬ 

cow on the Hudson when Robin Williams's 

emigre cabdriver effortlessly found himself a 

funky, spacious floor-through on a choice East 

Village side street. Audiences in Dcs Moines 

probably didn't give it a second thought, but 

to my hitter friend, this improbable plot point 

was a kick in the teeth. 

Similar insults abound in recent films (al¬ 

though compared with the movies of the 

1930s and h40s, where Manhattan swells ca¬ 

roused in stunning deco apartment sets that 

filled entire sound stages—think of Holiday, 

The Aitfui Truth and Adam's Rib—we are liv¬ 

ing ih rough an age of grim cinematic realism). 

Where in ibis city, for example, could Daryl 

Hannahs orphaned, waifish performance art¬ 

ist have found a hangar-size loft like the one 

she had in Legal Eagles? Is the Newspaper 

Guild so strong that reporter Lois Lane could 

actually afford that terraced penthouse where 

she romanced Superman? And in Desperately 

Seeding Susan, did that marvelous Chinatown 

space with the stunning light fall into the 

dreamy-eyed projectionist’s hands as easily as 

Rosanna Arquette did? Not even John Sayles, 

the low-budget Alan Alda, tells the truth 

about living in the city: after one day in town, 

his brother from another planet found a cozy 

home with a welfare family who just hap¬ 

pened to have an extra mom. (In Sayless de¬ 

fense, this was presented as a kind of low- 

grade science fiction.) 

Woody Alien, of course, remains Puhlic 

Enemy Number One in this regard. You 

watch his New York movies and you’re over¬ 

come writh an unwholesomely strong desire to 

live in a gracious, civilized apartment. The 

Manhattanite who copes with three room¬ 

mates, two rooms and one window thinks to 

himself. If only / had room enough for a book¬ 

shelf brimming with c e. cummings and boohs 
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about death, maybe then l wouldn't be the find 

of common slob Woody films with a fish-eye lens. 

Allens ga.uzy view of urban living is so seduc¬ 

tive it leaves you weak-kneed and frustrated; 

its yuppie pom. The (act that Allen often 

shoots on location in his friends" actual fabu¬ 

lous apartments only adds insult to injury. At 

least we know that Lois Lane's affordable 

penthouse only exists at Pine wood Studios, 

Even when confronted with less egregious 

romanticipations, New Yorkers reflexively 

calculate, "Where is that place, how much 

should it cost, does it have enough closet 

space?" You keep hoping the camera will fol¬ 

low somebody into the bathroom so you can 

check the grouting. Watching Sid and Nancy 

slowly kill themselves, 1 couldn’t help but 

wonder whether, if I whizzed over to the l In¬ 

tel Chelsea right after the credits, the room 

might still he available—just let me sign the 

lease and I’ll clean the carpet myself. 

Granted, no one really expects or even 

wants the movies to portray life as it is led by 

the vast majority of people—at best, that 

would be like spending two hours staring at 

an ant farm. Movie characters arc sexier than 

people in real life, movie cars are shinier, mov 

ic conversations wittier (except in Michael Ci- 

mino movies). Audiences demand this 

upscaling. The average woman’s sexual part¬ 

ners might never lie as attractive as Tom 

Cruise, hut she can go to a movie and watch 

Torn Cruise gooi around in lus briefs and 

some part of her can believe that maybe, if the 

circumstances were just right.,Many men 

do the same thing while watching Daryl Han¬ 

nah lumber about onscreen—hut if they’re 

New Yorkers, they know to a man, in every 

nook, fold and lint trap of their conscious¬ 

nesses, that they’ll NEVER EVER LIVE IN 

AN APARTMENT EVEN HALF THAT 

BIG—NOT IN A MILLION YEARS. 

The problem is this: implicitly, when not 

explicitly, most movies are about illusion anti 

hope, and New York real estate is about de¬ 

spair, The combination is like a fish bone 

turned sideways in your throat. 1) 

by Michele Bennett 

HELLO, EVERYBODY! 
It is, as you know, a tough 

life, particularly for critics, 

arid I see that I have been 

taken to task by my good 

friend Geoffrey Stokes of 

The Village Voice. Fot what its worth—not 

too much—Stokes has nobly come to the de¬ 

fense of Voice movie critic David “Wangdoo- 

dle” Eddstein, pointing out in his 

distinguished column. Press Clips, that 'il 

’Michele Bennett' were nearly as smart as 

he/she pretends, Bennett wouldn't have 

quoted a David Edelstein parody as though it 

were serious." 

These are wounding words. How would 

Stokes like to be referred to as a hc/shcP Or a 

she/he? He wouldn’t. In the first place, l am, 

as the great philosopher said, what I am. Sec¬ 

ond, 1 had no idea that the good hut highly 

excitable Edelstein was attempting a parody. I 

should like to apologize to Wangdoodle here 

and now. AH I can say is that in my business, it 

is sometimes very difficult to tell a parody 

from the real thing. 

Here, for example, is Eddstein on the soft- 

porn movie Betty Blue*. "Speaking for myself, 

I don’t see how it's possible to dislike a him 

that begins with the camera moving in on a 

naked couple humping, and then just sits and 

watches until their noisy, drawn-out orgasms 

cease. C )nc shot, you understand, and no blan¬ 

ket. Kawabunga!” 

But here’s New Yorfy magazine’s David 

Denby on the same film: 44A show-off movie, 

with hardly a single scene grounded in com¬ 

mon observation, Betty Blue may be the first 

art film for morons,” 

Kawabungal Those are harsh words. It is 

alb I need hardly add, a matter of opinion. 

Unless, of course, you're a parodist, in which 

case 1 guess you’re beyond reproach. "It's a 

throaty, bourbon-and-velvet whisper—a 

voice made for postcoital purring," wrote 

Vogue s Hal Hinson of “Helen Shaver’s X-rat- 

cd emotions." Is this the real thing? He goes 

on: “In her new film, Martin Scorsese's The 

Color of Money, (Shaver) plays the owner of a 

friendly hut not-too-exclusive bar, and her 
line to Paul Newman early on in the film— 

'Come by my place later and I’ll make you an 

omelet’—may be the slinkiest come-un of the 

year." An omelet? It seems to lack a certain 

something. But if Vogue says it’s the slinkiest 

come-on of the year, it must be. 

Being alluring isn’t easy, though. Is cultural 

critic John Hcilpcrn parodying celebrity pro¬ 

files in FMe when he begins his Zeffirelli piece 
in a Ict's-gct-acquainted mode? “Franco Zcf-" 

lirelli, the world’s foremost opera director, 

met me at a triend’s house in Hollywood, high 

in the hills overlooking Sunset Boulevard. 

‘I low are you, maestro?’ I asked. ‘Beautiful!’ 

he replied, and he wrapped his arm around 

my waist, led me inside the house, and said: 

’What would you like to drink, darling? 

Is Vanity Fair critic James Wolcott parody¬ 

ing himself, or Vanity Fair, when he reviews 

the ’tutu shocking" memoirs of the former 

cokehead Gelsey Kirkland: "Dancing on My 

Grave has dirty bits galore, and its coked-out 

surliness is a kick to the shins. Now that she's 

thet it and thet it, I wouldn’t wish for a slew of 

thuch hooks”? Now ith thith pawody or 

thwat? Then again, he writes of David Byrne, 

the "Cocteau in a cowboy hat," that his "ge¬ 

nius tor discombobulation is his very own 

groove-thang" Groove-fAa^? (I’m told this is 

a reference to a song, but unfortunately I have 

been unable to discover which thong it ith.) 

Byrne, the consummate writer’s rock star, 

seems to throw' all of his admiring critics into a 

tizzy. Consider this geographic/athletic sum¬ 

mation by Jay Cocks in Time: “Byrne’s lyrics 

played four-wall handball wuth anomie and, 

floating all around the band's cunning and en¬ 

terprising rhythms, moved the Heads past 

punk and over the crest of rock’s new wave 

into a forefront they had sharpened up tor 

themselves" Got a mental picture of that? 

Writing about the music industry's other 

event of the decade, the release of Bruce 

Springsteen's live album, i'ocks was decidedly 

more controlled. Meanwhile, all the other re¬ 

viewers took the opportunity to play amateur 

historian and to wravc little newsprint (lags. 

Newsday\ Wayne Robins suggested, "You’d 

think that today j release day) should be de¬ 

clared a national holiday” Stephen Holden 

wrote in the Times, "More important, the al¬ 

bum is the pop-record equivalent of an epic 

American novel, its story told in the ungram¬ 

matical, rough-hewn vocabulary of rock.” 

And Richard Harrington of The Washington 

Post concluded, “|Live] is more than a great 

highway run through the heartland of rock n' 

roll.,, * [It is) a new genre—audiography.” It 

is also, claimed Harrington, "intimate and ec¬ 

static, exhausting and cxhilarating—at times 

simply overwhelming. It should become the 

first record to provoke standing ovations in 

the living room, with people punching their 

fists at the ceiling and not feeling at all fool¬ 

ish,’ Is he sure about that? 

Mr. I^co Lcrman, the veteran Conde Nast 

editorial poobah, is not a critic, but are we to 

take hun seriously when he writes in House & 

Garden of the American Ballet Theatre’s Nora 

Kaye and her husband, movie director Her¬ 

bert Ross, that "she laughs him into this and 

he laughs her out ot that and before the mutu¬ 

al merriment languishes they have a new col¬ 
lection, even a new house”? And what about 

the house? "There is something jugendslil 

about the utterly unrevealing, white-white 

street face of this seeming one-story, mtxicst- 

for- Holly wood house.” There is, nevertheless, 

"shimmering, shining splendor, ' "light- 

tumultuous,'' a "black-black swimming pool" 

(contrasting nicely nicely with the white- 

white street lace). It was in the black-black 

swimming pool, Mr, Lcrman-Lcrman notes, 

that "here one early afternoon, between spec¬ 

tacular cloudbursts, 1 saw a pas tie deux as cn- 
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chanting as any 1 ever saw in over sixty years 

of ballet-going: Misha Baryshnikov and his 

ravishing five-year-old daughter* Shura* frol¬ 

icking like creatures born of air and water” 

Compared to which we prefer the more 

plain-speaking Iggy Bop on RaqucI Welch, 

"She's really intense” he told Rolling Stone. 

“It was like talkin' to Hitler," 

David Letterman, who has lately given 

2,322 exclusive interviews, gave another rare 

one to Washington Post TV critic loin Shales. 

**Late Night I' Shales wrote in Esquire, "is built 

on the ruins of television s thirty-year failure 

to become the cultural savior of the American 

people." fust when you thought Letterman 

was hip. Bryant Gumbel gave a typically self- 

effacing interview in Playboy. “[Celebrity] is 

getting way out of hand," said GumbeL "It s 

reached such extremes in this country that its 

embarrassing to he included, I like to think of 

myself as above the fray." To which Playboy 

did not reply*“If you like to be above the fray, 

big mouth, why arc you doing this?" 

And GQ movie reviewer Kenneth Turan 

profiled Harrison Ford* "Hollywood's Mr 

Mum": "In yet another surprising twist, Har¬ 

rison Ford, for all his intensity and moodiness, 

has a cruckerjaek sense of humor dial ranges 

from sophisticated one-liners, such as telling 

The New Times that the hardest stunt in 

Raiders of the Lost At % 'was keeping that hat on 

the whole rime,' to lying down on a bed* lan¬ 

guidly throwing his arm behind him a la Glo¬ 

ria Swanson and announcing with mock 

airiness, Okay, I'm ready for the interview to 
begin.'11 

It's difficult to continue, fin laughing so 

hard. I expect you are, too. But the question is, 

is that a "crackerjack sense of humor" or a 

parody of one3 Is Turan onto something pro¬ 

foundly mysterious and ironic, or is he just 

whistling Dixie? When it comes to celebrities* 

and critics writing about celebrities* no one 

can be sure. 9 

DOODADS 
V DANCE 

Vreeland Dalva 

EARLY LAST FALL 

alert ticket holders at the 

Brooklyn Academy of Mu¬ 

sic's Next Wave Festival — 

whose stated purpose is to 

“provide a stage for the con 

frontation of the contemporary creative sensi¬ 

bility with traditional forms of performing 

by Nancy 

arts" - saw, among other things offstage: 

Bianca [agger s glossy shoulders, Tommy 

Tune’s hlue hair, Fran Echo witz's black tie* 

Carl Bernstein’s salmon en eroute* Candice 

Bergen’s haute pilgrim evening attire, stretch 

limousines with the engines running, and Jap¬ 

anese fighting fish wrapped upas party favors. 

Also, on the BAM stage: Twelve long 

legged stools festooned with miscellaneous 

dance wear (in Rmratono^ an unusually pro¬ 

grammatic work by grand chancemastcrs 

Merce Cunningham and John Cage respond¬ 

ing io Finnegans Waf^e), A self-proclaimed 

“live movie" with "stylized acting" captions* 

slides and huge projected quotations from 

writers such as Camus* Brecht, Helen Keller 

and Black Elk (in Social Amnesia + a jejune ha 

fatigue by the aptly named Impossible The¬ 

ater, and John Schneider)* A red tutu w'ith 

spangles, policemen’s nightsticks used in sim¬ 

ulated sexual acts as simulated phalluses, false 

buttocks* quilted white angel wings, a cord¬ 

less microphone* a pinafore* an apron, a 

blond wig and another phallus (this one 

strapped on lor convenience in brandishing 

and castrating), rather complicated gonads 

painted on flesh-toned leotards, a flag, a rice 

cake, a plastic torso, a fake bird, novelty eye 

glasses with eyeballs on springs* falsies* an in¬ 

flatable guitar* great swags of fabric and some 

inflatable legs (in heterophobic British camp- 

stcr Michael Clark’s tiresome No Fire Escape 

in Hell). 

By now Halloween had been ruined, but 

everyone trooped back to BAM and saw a 

desk, a chair* a telephone* a video terminal, a 
computer-generated Billboard, a white slatted 

enclosure filled with 15(1 pounds oi white tur¬ 

key feathers* slides, film* two giant-rodents^ 

Irom-outer-space, one giant chipmunk* some 

quasi-Victorian angels wearing black-and- 

brownish dresses accessorized with golden 

hair and white masks, a green robed figure in 

a towering black stovepipe hat and mask and 

gloves, a stage-wide band of fluorescent foot 

lights* and some orange reflector vests (in the 

bewildering and obscure The Angels of Swe¬ 

denborg, co-choreographed for the Fiji Com¬ 

pany by Ping Chong and John Fleming)* 

Eleven chairs and a black plastic garbage bag¬ 

like cyclorama (in Belgian Anne Teresa De 

Kccrsmackcr’s punishing, radiant four-wom¬ 

an piece* Rosas Dana Rosas, a rigorous synthe¬ 

sis of minimalism and expressionism)* Two 

grand pianos (in Molissa Fen ley’s awkward, 

implosive and affectless chamber piece* Geo- 
iogic Moments). Five ficus trees and three 

backdrops decorated with giant crosses (in 

two new Mark Morris dances, with Morris 

showing the strains of nonstop work: occa¬ 

sionally beautiful, frequently facile, impa¬ 

tient-looking choreography)* 

At least by this point the avalanche of ac¬ 

coutrements* devices, properties, decorations 

and getups seemed to be slowung—perhaps 

the lull before a storm.3 Still to come were 

Eiko & Koma (who have employed grain anti 

water in their work), David Gordon/Pkk Up 

CoM the Flying Karamazov Brothers and the 

Kamikaze Ground Crew, Bill T. fones/Arnie 

Zane & Co, and* finally* the Rome section of 

emperor’s-new-clothier Robert Wilson’s the 

CIVIL warS. 

All along* an aural onslaught had taken its 

toll with complex mu I til rack sound systems 

employed as offensive weapons: flack., flack,, 

bang, boom, stream, howl, clop. By the time 

Ping Chong’s Swedenborgian angels wafted 

in* a perpetually flushing toilet in the ladies' 

room sounded intentional: the perfect over¬ 

ture, entr'acte or postlude, depending on 

when you stopped in to powder your nose, .v 

BARNEYS FIDDLES, 

ROEHM 
by T. S. Lord 

WEAK (ORE: HOW 

many publicists does it take 
to screw in a light bulb? 

Answer: only one, but you 

can’t find one because 

they're all out promoting 

CaroJyne Roehm. Lordy, what a blitz. Town 

& Country * New IP, Avenue, the 

Times—and those are just the major pieces. 

Never mind the columns. Not that each mag¬ 

azine expected all that company. I hear that 

CaroJyne promised Town & Country an exclu¬ 

sive but then, while their Luscious ten-page 

spread was being printed* reneged and coop¬ 

erated with all the other magazines. 
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Anyway, Carolyne is colorful. She’s skinny 

and has good legs and wears her own clothes 

well. She used to work for Oscar dc La Renta* 

Now she works for herself She used to be 

married to a rich German; now she’s married 

to a leveraged buy-out king (Henry R. Kra¬ 

vis). They have a skilLion-dollar apartment* 

They’re great copy. CaroLynr and Henry are 

this year’s Ron Perelman and Claudia Cohen. 

Ron Perelman and Claudia Cohen were Last 

year's Saul and Gayfryd Steinberg. Personal¬ 

ly, I have a little trouble keeping these duos 

straight. 

Ail of the wives are brunets with virtually 

identical coloring. AIL of the apartments have 

Sargents or Velazquezes or Rubenses, and silk 

hrocade walls and stringy fringe hanging 

from the upholstery. All of the dining tables 

hold 90 of their closest fabulous new friends. 

AIL of the husbands rake it in in Wall Streetish 

endeavors: Henry Kravis is a pretty serious 

businessman who, in print, does not conceal 

his annoyance at his wife s publicity storm, but 

Ron Perelman and Saul Steinberg mug com¬ 

panies and shareholders, then appear at (visi¬ 

ble, chichi) charity events because they care 

about their fellow man. Ah, well, who ever 

said capitalists were consistent.* 

Rochm comes across as Ladylike* and she 

designs ladylike. For spring, though, even she 

has added a few FUN!MAD! fashions. She has 

this cute little white wool suit, with a cute little 

Hippy skirt that’s short—short as a skort. (Re¬ 

member skoits? Why aren’t they back? 

They ’re FUN*) The suit would look great on a 

16-year-old; do 16-year-olds wear $5,000 

suits? Not to dump on inspiration; I’m all for 

creativity and variety, and it’s about time 

somebody did something different. And even 

if some of the most outrageous of this MADf 

stuff becomes this years midi disaster* it has 

influenced some serious designers to lighten 

up a little. How bad can that he? Which 

brings up the fact that everyone 1 know is 

complaining, as ever, that they have nothing 

to wear. Winch brings up the subject of the 

Women’s Store at Barneys. 

About Barneys: Yes, it’s gorgeous. It's 

white and bright and sleek with that splendid 

Fred and Ginger staircase spiraling right up 

through the center. Barneys looks the way 

stores ought to Look but haven’t in *10 years— 

like a set in a Clare Booth Imee play where 

everyone sits around the beauty parlor getting 

Jungle Red painted on their nails and dishing 

the dirt. It lias a neat place to eat, notwith¬ 

standing the woman behind the buffet tabic 

who snaps at you it you don’t decide fast 

enough. Also, it has free parking. Freeng 

in New Yor!{! And the store ought to be beauti¬ 

ful: it cost $25 million. 

So what’s the problem? Why are people 

complaining? Because they don't like the 

clothes! They don’t like the sclccuon! There 
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aie two whole floors of bland Lady hanker 

wear, then a few departments with very ex¬ 

pensive designer clothes (Valentino, Chanel, 

Armani, Saint Laurent), and not a whole lot in 

between. E mean, why go to Seventh Avenue 

and 17th Street lor Valentino when it’s not a 

|very complete selection anyway? How can it 

compete with Madison Avenue? 

Barneys is one schizoid store* Consider the 

AIDS benefit held there recently. About one- 

ihird of the crowd were paying guests, mean 

mg they forked over £100 per lor cocktails and 

fashion show. Let's call them the uptown 

crowd. You know— Judy Peabody, d ish Bal¬ 

dridge. There were also some uptown estab¬ 

lishment designers—Blass, De la Renta. The 

rest—about 500—were non paying guests, 

both invited and crashing. Idol’s call them the 

downtown crowd* It was as il Palladium and 

Area had emptied into Barneys. Everyone was 

obliged to stand outside, waiting 50 minutes 

or more to get in, tickets or no. Then there 

were the jostling, pushing honks of photogra¬ 

ph ers inside. And lighting cables all over the 

floor, constantly tripping people. (One guest 

was badly hurt.) 

Then there was the frankly freaky fashion 

show. An impressive roster of models—male, 

female and sex uncertain—vamped and slith¬ 

ered down the stairs in HO-plus Levi s jackets 

that had been decorated by designers and art¬ 

ists, including Keith Haring, Yves Saint Laur¬ 

ent and Andy Warhol. Strutting their stuff 

were Madonna (who sent the paparazzi into a 

frenzy), Paulina Porizkova (who had the de¬ 

cency to look embarrassed), Deborah Harry 

(looking tired and chubby in Stephen Sprouse, 

who has not been able to find backing for over 

a year) and Fran Lefoowitz (in Paloma Picasso, 

naturally). Most of the designers didn’t outdo 

themselves. One jacket featured a stuffed ani¬ 

mal hanging out of a pocket. One of the cutest 

was a midriff-baring, sequined Renzo with 

matching inicromirn* The jackets were to be 

sold at silent auction, in many cases with re¬ 

serve minimum? of a couple of thousand 

bucks* 

Put it all together and what do you get? 

Good theater, if you stayed out of harm's way 

and could still see. Nevertheless, Barneys is an 

establishment that sells Armani and yuppie 

off the rack, then holds an event at which the 

people who would buy such things are nearly 

trampled to death while trying to catch a 

glimpse of $2,'000 jean jackets. Could it lx: that 

there’s a bit of a generation gap in the Press 

man family? 

One store that seems to know precisely 

what it is and, we hope, will continue to do so 

under its new managment is Lord & Taylor, 

Like Barneys, its a bit geographically de¬ 

classe, 59th Street being neither high nor low 

enough. Lord ft Taylor ought io open a satel¬ 

lite store in ihe first three or four floors of 
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whatever building goes up where Gimbels 

East is coming down. It would do wonders for 

86th Street and put L&T within drop-in dis¬ 

tance of a lot more shoppers. The notion 

works in Paris, for Galeries Lafayette and I^e 

Printemps. Why not in New York? 3 

REAGAN’S 
REAMS 

USABILITY 
by Edward Zucf{erman 

IF RONALD REAGAN 

is sitting around this week¬ 

end reading old copies of 

Human Events instead of 

some exciting contempo¬ 

rary Literature* it’s not for 

lack of effort on the parts of the American 

Booksellers Association (ABA), the White 

House curator and me* 

Wc have all been working like heck to re¬ 

pair a breach in a tradition going back to the 

Hoover administration* when the ABA began 

presenting a selection of current American 

books to the White House every four years. 

Every president from Hoover to Carter re¬ 

ceived the books in little ceremonies in which 

officials of the ABA crowded around the 

president, looking stiff and having their pic¬ 

ture taken. A Nixon-era photo shows the 

president smiling giddily in the midst of J9 

booksellers, one of whom is holding a copy of 

Great Gardens of America, Jimmy Carter did 

not receive his books personally* but 'Hat least 

he got Rosalynn treed up enough to take 

them*" recalls Allan Marshall, the ABA direc¬ 

tor of special projects. 

The ABA has had no such luck with the 

Reagans, During the first Reagan term the or¬ 

ganization attempted unsuccessfully to ar¬ 

range a presentation and finally gave up and 

just shipped the books. With the dawn of the 

second administration, the ABA decided to 

try again, h approached the White House and 

lor its efforts got hack a letter from the direc¬ 

tor of presidential appointments and schedul¬ 

ing* lamenting the impossibility of arranging a 

session "in view of the President s very heavy 

official schedule.” The letter continued, "We 

arc unable to suggest a time in the months 

ahead when this might he worked out, , . . It 

was hoped that* if the President could not ac¬ 

cept the books* Mrs, Reagan might do so. But 

unfortunately* she too will be unable to have 

this included on her busy schedule, It is sug¬ 

gested, therefore* that you may want to ship 

the books directly 10 the White House, With 

our best wishes . . T 
This did not sit well with ABA officials, 

who were damned if they were just going to 

ship the books again after all those years of 

little ceremonies. A BA executive director Ber- 

nie Rath and Allan Marshall journeyed to 

Washington in the fall of 1985 to meet with 

White House curator Rex Scouten* who as¬ 

sured them that the whole affair was a dread¬ 

ful mistake. The White House wanted the 

books* Scouten said; he would try to arrange 

the presentation. 

More than a year later, nothing has hap¬ 

pened, This is too bad. The presenting of 

books to presidents may be of no more actual 

significance than the annual declaration of 

Potato Week* but it was nice. And it s surely 

better to have those guys reading What They 

Don *t Teach Yhu at Harvard Business School 

than dispatching the Marines. 

What went awry with the Reagan book 

presentation 3 There are several theories: 

L The Preference for Knick-knacks Theory, 

This originated with a report in Publishers 

Weekly last summer that “a friend who has 

visited the White House during both the pre¬ 

vious administration and the present one* has 

noticed that shelves which formerly held 

books now hold knicknacksT The "friend," it 

turns out* may have been none other than Jim¬ 

my Carter, who sat next to ABA president J. 

Rhetr Jackson at an authors' breakfast and 

said* Jackson recalls* that he had been back to 

the White House once and found that "where 

he had books* they now had knickknacks. He 

couldn’t find any books around." 

An official Carter spokeswoman said the 

ex-president would have no comment on this 

report. But it is nor hard to believe that Nancy 

Reagan has replaced Moby DicJ( with decora¬ 

tive bric-a-brac. 

2. The Born-Again Theory, “It may be totally 

off-the-wall*’’ says Bernie Rath* “but I would 

surmise that it would be easier for the Chris¬ 

tian Booksellers Association to get an appoint¬ 

ment than the American Booksellers 

Association," Rath backed up his conjecture 

by producing a presidential Letter to last year s 

Christian Booksellers convention, in which 

Reagan commended their "hard work to 

spread the Word of God." 

Reagan also, however* sent a message to the 

last ABA convention (about the virtues of lit 

cracy), and there have been no recent news 

pictures of Christian booksellers trooping into 

the Oval Office to pose with Reagan and 

Chuck Colson s memoirs, 

3, The Wrong-People Theory, “The basic 

mistake," says Rex Scouten, “is |the ABAj 

didn’t come back to the channel they'd always 

come to in the past—the curator or the head 

usher. . , , They went to the wrong people. 

! The president's office staffl were all new peo¬ 

ple. They didn't know anything about the 

ABA, and they get bombarded with ten thou¬ 

sand gifts.” 

A nice theory* Rex* but the negative letter to 

the ABA from the presidential appointments 

director begins, "Rex Scouten promptly deliv¬ 

ered to me your June 17 letter ...” 

On the other hand, judging from the reac¬ 

tions l got from White House apparatchiks 

when I called to track down the story, they 

sure are the wrong people. "I have not heard 

of that" said a woman iti the White House 

press office. "1 have no comment yet." 

Yet? 

"Th is type oL thing is usually handled by 

the first lady s office. They probably will not 

have any comment on that* but try the first 

lady’s office, ... By the way. I'm always in the 

market for a good hook.” 

The first lady's spokeswoman: “I don't 

know anything about that. I don’t think 

there’s any further comment," 

4. The Communication Snafu Theory, This 

one looks pretty good. 

After the 1985 meeting with Scouten, the 

ABA s Marshall says* "we left it that he would 

get back to us* and wc never heard anything.” 

Scouten remembers differently. "The way 

we left it" he says, "was they would come 

hack to me with a date and I would arrange it. 

Fm still waiting for Mr Rath to give me & 

time. I’ve called. I left my name, and they’ve 

never gotten hack to me. 1 left word for Mr. 

Rath while he was in New Orleans [at the last 

ABA convention!" 

Which is news to Rath, "We thought Mr. 

Scouten had retired” he says. "I read some¬ 

where that he'd retired_If he left a message 

for me during the convention* it’s possible it 

was lost. We had temps in here who were just 

telling everybody that we were all gone." 

And that's where the matter lay when I be¬ 

gan my inquiries. "Will you tell Mr. Rath I’m 

still waiting for him to give me a time?" Scou¬ 

ten asked me. "I’d be deeply appreciative if 

you could arrange something* because dog¬ 

gone it* wc don't have any problem with it.” 

In the tradition of Walter Crankite arrang¬ 

ing the meeting between Begin, and Sadat* I 

telephoned the ABA. 

"That puts a different light on it*" Rath 

said. “I had no idea Scouten was still working 

there. I'll drop him a letter. Our next conven¬ 

tion is in Washington in May, It's a perfect 

opportunity. Til propose Friday May 22. . . * 

So they can’t say we're being difficult* Ill pro¬ 

pose Thursday, Friday Saturday* Sunday* 

Monday or Tuesday.” 

Seven weeks later I called Scouten again 

and asked him if he'd had a letter from Rath, 

"No*” he said. 

Nothing about the ABA convention over 

Memorial Day? 

"Memorial 1 >ay3 I'tn going to mark that on 

POLITICS 
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We just hired 

relentless bully. 
It ttxik months of constant interviewing, but we finally found someone with the strength, 

determination and expertise to join our staff of personal fitness trainers Like the others, she's a 
competitive body builder, and a pro at molding hard, lean muscle in the shortest time possible 

She works its a steely disciplinarian First putting together a program ot aero hits, stretching and 
weight training that's specifically designed lor your strengths and goals Then pushing, pulling, goading 
and shaming you into completing harder and harder workouts Past the point when your last bit of 

stamina has left you, hers will keep you going to the end of every session 

She's not like instructors ar other fitness clubs who give you the chance to cheat when they're not 
kxjking, or just keep occasional 'tabs'" on your progress She works one-on-one. by appointment 

only to maintain complete control ot every workout, cut out any detractions, and give you 
her undivided attention 

After six months of working out with her three times a week you'll have hard lean muscle, endurance 
and coordination. And from doing a lot more than you think you can, you'll have new self-confidence. 

If you're serious about getting a welkoned body, you need more than a smile and a pat on the back 
For the1 power and grit you will need, give out bullies a call. The number is (212) 741-0136 Our facility 

is located at 22 West 21st Street, New York, New York 10010. 



my calendar. If I don't hear anything. I’ll try 

to contact them again after the- first of the 

year,” 9 

THE 

CLASS 
by Paul Rudnk\ 

I WANT TO HAVE A 

baby. Hut unlike Madonna, 

I don't want to keep my 

baby, I want to have it, 

write about it* be inter 

viewed about it, be photo¬ 

graphed with it hanging rdf my body and 

generally merchandise the ptnchuble little 

critter to death and then throw it away. 

I want robe like Bob Greene, who dredged 

the best-seller Good Morning., A-ferry Sunshine 

out of his tot’s first year. I want to belike Anna 

Quindlen and Joyce Maynard, those Rombeck 

cadets, who prattle on motherhood in all those 

New Yorl^ Times Hers anti Life Jn The Ids 

columns—you know, the pieces that make 

the paper sound like an upscale McCall's, 

Some gorgeous model is always traipsing past 

Anna or Joyce, whose colicky toddler has just 

vomited on Mom’s sensible last-year’s cordu¬ 

roy housecoat, Anna and Joyce are always 

dripping with drool anti formula and Count 

Chocula; they are forever recommending 

knighthood for ihe mart who invented the 

Sough, that fiendish pouch that allows a baby 

to dangle tumorlike on a parent’s chest like a 

Photon target. I want to he like Sissy and Jessi¬ 

ca and Jaclyn, whose pregnancies are docu¬ 

mented in Times I want a celebrity baby, a 

career decision, a new life that will "reorder 

my priorities" and help me stop fretting about 

Meryl. 

Having a baby, the simple act of human re¬ 

production, has become a heroic act. Biologi¬ 

cal Headlines, having it all, preschools: the 

modern mother hacks through a trend-heavy 

jungle of conflicting desires; she browses for a 

sperm donor, she does Jane Fonda prenatal, 

she considers a move to the suburbs, and ev¬ 

eryone is supposed to care, to worry, to plunge 

to their collective knees at the Everest-like 

challenge of squeezing out a newborn. Giving 

birth is impressive for a single reason: it hurts 

incredibly, 1 sling it right up there with root 

canal and hav mg mV broken arm straightened 

by three nurses when I was 12. I wasn't 

drugged, like the Demerol blissed zumbotds 

lolling m yesterday’s delivery rooms. And if a 

woman selects natural childbirth, she’s only 

fouling herself: anyone who refuses sedation, 

even during the baby shower, strikes me as 

lunatic. 

New fathers are far worse. Ever since 

Kramer w, Kramer, any man who hikes within 

5(1 yards of a child receives the Alda Medal 

lion, the Donahue Cup and a gift-boxed edi¬ 

tion of Dr. Cosby's Fatherhood. Sring 

videotaped his live in’s labor and released it in 

theaters as part of his tour documentary, Bring 

(Jn the Nightu This is sadistic at best; every gal 

longs to he remembered by mill ions, drenched 

ami screaming, with a tiny head between her 

legs. Upon becoming dads, Robin Williams 

and Chevy Chase forswore cocaine and booze, 

utterly transformed hy those teeny fingers liihI 

shimmery spit bubbles. Having a child seems 

a fine reason to start drinking, since now 

you're saddled with a soiled, squalling mam¬ 

mal lhat can’t do anything for itself or be Left 

outside. Celebrity parents, one as.surru.-5, ac 

quire nannies and nurseries along with their 

miracle bundles, while ghetto parents stay on 

smack and welfare. These remain equally 

plausible responses to the continued presence 

of something that smells bad and doesn’t care. 

A few years back, every celebrity in the 

world had a baby named Lily. Where are 

those babies today? Recently the city called for 

the removal of coin lockers from public termi¬ 

nals. There was a protest: the homeless, advo¬ 

cates claimed, required these lockers to house 

their meager possessions. A lew lockers re¬ 

main, but they are filled, I submit, not with 

Bowery knickknacks hut vvi th th ose Lilys, 

those star spuds, those Schuvlers and Willas 

and David Mamet Jr.’s. Babies are cuddle- 

sortie photo opportunities, hut actual children 

make a star seem ancient, encumbered, de- 

sexed. Star mites can also mature and scribble 

tell-alls,or become Emilio Estevez. In 20 years 

those lockers will be opened; rhe babies, nur 

lured in darkness, attuned to the clank of 

dropping quarters* will have merged into a 

single blubbering mass, a Gargantua, a lormi 

dable mega-youth. This will be the sole crea¬ 

ture capable of battling Steven Spielberg’s 

baby, who will undoubtedly have been lav¬ 

ished with more Mattel products. Entertain¬ 

ment Tonight footage and movie dough than 

any sprout in history. 

A dear friend of mine feels terribly pres¬ 

sures!—she’s been married five years and all 

her friends have bred, many repeatedly. She 

has devised an ideal solution. She and her Hus¬ 

band have purchased a place at the beach. She 

carries a Polaroid of this friendly cottage in 

her wallet; at dinner parties she whips it out 

and calls sweetly, "l)ocs anyone want to see a 

picture ol the baby?" sU 

GREAT 
performances: 

THE MOB 
ON TRIAL 
by Luc Sante 

WHEN THE TERM 
was employed on the Bow¬ 

ery around the turn of the 

century, racket meant a par¬ 

ty, usually consisting of a 

rubber-chicken banquet 

followed by speeches and dancing. A racke¬ 

teer, hy extension, was anyone who threw 

such a shindig in his own honor. The racke¬ 

teer might spend a full year drumming up 

paid “subscriptions" and usually made a siz¬ 

able profit after the low-ovcrhcad function 

went off without most subscribers having 

bothered to attend. At the height of the craze, 

in the teens, this gimmick provided the major 

source of income for dozens of barflies and 

individualists. 

Over time, with the disappearance of such 

society, the term racket lost its shape and began 

spreading like a blob. It began to signify any 

sort of rake-off, and eventually any sort of 

business; fur example, orthodontists are fre¬ 

quently thought of as having "a pretty good 

racket.’’ The term has adhered most tena¬ 

ciously, though, to the activities of organized 

crime, specifically the Mafia, and has been em¬ 

ployed pell-mell to cover every motley aspect 

of their business. The federal governments 

RICO (Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt 

Organization) Act is the attempted codifica¬ 

tion of this lexicographical miasma, and the 

word’s portmanteau nature was made evident 

in the Mafia commission trial that coursed 

over much of last fall in Manhattan’s Federal 

District Court. 

yrigh 
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The prosecution's major philosophical pur¬ 

pose was to prove that there is a Mafia—that 

is* an alternative business community based 

on a confederation of five Italian-descended 

families,, active since Prohibition, who consult 

anti collaborate with one another in a wide 

ra nge of enterprises* all of which are illegal in 

whole or in part. On trial were eight men* 

three of whom were bosses of Mafia fam¬ 

ilies—Anthony “Fat Tony” Salerno of the 

Genovese dan. Carmine “Junior" Persico of 

the Colombo family and LA,nthony “Tony 

Ducks” Corallo of the Lucchese family, (John 

Gotti, of the Gambino family, and Philip 

“Rusty11 Rastelli, of the Bominno family, were 

being tried elsewhere on separate charges.) 

The remaining five defendants were assorted 

underbosses, capos, consiglieres and garden- 

variety wise guys. 

Since the trial's philosophical purpose was 

so vast and unwieldy, the prosecution subor¬ 

dinated it to the tactical purpose of incapaci¬ 

tating the families by cutting off their 

executive heads* These twin purposes dictated 

an unusually diverse array of charges that 

amounted to a core sampling of alleged Mafia 

activities. Some defendants were charged 

w ith murder, some with manipulation of the 

cement industry and all with, in one way or 

another, minding the store. The burden of the 

defense, besides merely to refute the charges, 

was to demonstrate that this combination of 

indictments amounted to something like put¬ 

ting a person in the dock lor arson, bigamy, 

jaywalking and sedition all in the same 

sandw icb. 

The trial developed slowly, with many 

courses, as the menu bristled with charts, 

maps, photographs, videotapes, audiotapes, 

expert witnesses, surprise witnesses, ballistics 

tests, medical evidence, fiscal evidence, end¬ 

less lists of figures, cartons of spent shells in 

individual plastic bags, eight-part cross-ex¬ 

aminations and interminable sidebar confer¬ 

ences. As frequently happens with criminal 

cases, a certain voyeuristic diversion was pro¬ 

vided by detailed reconstructions ul, for ex¬ 

ample, the daily lives of hit men. (They spend 

a lot of time in motels, discos and seafood res¬ 

taurants.) The chief entertainment, however, 

was the performance of Junior Persia?, who 

elected to act as his own lawyer. Persico* jail- 

house-trained and making his maiden ap¬ 

pearance at the bar, combined the amateur"s 

enthusiasm, the professional’s penetration, the 

defendant's urgency and the accent, humor 

and stage presence of three generations of 

Dead End Kids. True justice would have 

awarded Persico an Oscar, or at least a Tuny, 

along with his sentence. 

Persico, compact, bulbous-nosed, liver- 

lipped and with deep-purple pouches under 

his eyes, would solemnly act the barrister, then 

would whip off his half glasses and launch 

into the vernacular, becoming a guy standing 

in a bar rather than at one. Throughout the 

trial he took it upon himself to parse the eso¬ 

teric workings of’ the law for the benefit of the 

jury and spectators, scolding the judge and 

prosecutors for using Eat mate formulations 

that might confuse the untrained, and himself 

supplying man-on-the-street analogies, (At 

one point he characterized the proceedings as 

Ma bus tour of Tinseltown”) He effectively 

presented himself as someone capable but be¬ 

leaguered, a working stiff caught up in the 

mechanism of the Stale. 1 ie charmed every¬ 

one present and may well have been responsi¬ 

ble for a portion of the tears that welled up in 

the jury forewoman s eyes as she pronounced 

the verdict* 

On November 19 the jury returned verdicts 

of guilty on all counts, 17 of racketeering and 

20 of extortion, labor payoffs and loan-shark¬ 

ing. The defendants all face possible sentences 

extending wrell into the 23rd century, Vhe-vcr 

diet will certainly lay to rest the Al Gapone 

theory of mobstcrism, in which anything goes 

as long as the tax man gets his, but no one can 

be really certain of the decisions overall effect 

on the Outfit. The organization has, over 

time, shown a capacity for rebirth and new 

growth not unlike that of a cut worm. Racke¬ 

teers have proved Vulnerable, but the amor¬ 

phous and mucilaginous racket will no doubt 

slither on without them. D 
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ROW 
by Tab} 

AS EVERYONE WHO 

has ever heard of Alccko 

Papamarkou knows, the 

last two months of the year 

are to social climbers what 

July and August arc to 

mountain climbers—uhe perfect time of year 

to shoot for the top. 

Making it in the New York social scene, of 

course, isn't the awesome climb it used to be. 

fust as oxygen masks have helped mountain 

climbers overcome altitude sickness, so char¬ 

ity events have come to the aid of social 

strivers. 

It is very simple, really. The catchword 

here is philanthropy, and the major philan¬ 

thropic events arc held during the last two 

months of the year If one is not a fugitive 

Irom justice (and these days, even if one is), all 

one needs is an extremely healthy bank ac¬ 

count and a facility to talk about nothing at all 

(and for hours on end) and presto, one can 

slither quickly up the social ladder. One might 

even get the wife profiled in Vanity Fair as a 

possible successor to Brooke Aston 

Which means great do-gooders such as the 

Gutfreunds, the Taubmans and Ann Getty 

(she also runs the private Weidenfcld literary 

charity}, not to mention the Rohatyns, arc as 

likely to be found at home at eight at years 

end as, say, Ivan Boesky is to be named head of 

the SEC, 

Yes* eleemosynary is very big these days 

with the nouveaux riches. As Elsa Maxwell 

said to a rich pleb, ‘ If you want to meet your 

betters, you'll have to come up with something 

better than yourself and the wife," 

A lot of my fellow New Yorkers seem to be 

taking that advice to heart. Indeed, very few 

of the heroic modern tycoons of this great city 

know what it feds like to sit on a chair they 

haven't paid $1,000 ton 

The three main routes to the lop are the 

New York City Ballet* the Literary Lions din¬ 

ner for the New York Public Library and the 

Metropolitan Museums annual Costume In¬ 

stitute bash. I found the ballet opening the 

most amusing: the program listed Robert 

Trump as one of the patrons* I hear, by the 

way, that his brother, Donald, is up for the 

Nobel prize for his fight against skin cancer, 

{“/ will erect buildings so high that no New 

Yorker will ever be exposed to the sun. *. ,") And 

of course there was la grande patronnc of the 

hallet, Anne Bass* whose anorexic minions 

greeted her with excerpts from Gershwin s 

Who Cares?, to the audience s great delight. 

Returning to Boesky, I knew all about him 

long before he made Time's cover for his dis¬ 

honesty and greed. By this l mean I had heard 

rumors about him, and of his talent for extri¬ 

cating himself from sticky situations. 

Long ago a friend of mine told me a story 

about the crook, surely apocryphal but never¬ 

theless quite apropos today The young 

Boesky was working for my friend in a De¬ 

troit store when a difficult customer staged a 

sit-down on the counter. Boesky handled her 

beautifully, and an ugly scene was averted. 

When my friend heard about it, he called 

Boesky into his office and offered him a pro¬ 

motion to another store he owned, in Toronto. 

"Toronto?” protested Boesky. “There's noth¬ 

ing there but hookers and hockey players" 

My friend was hurt. "My mother comes from 

Toronto,” he told him, “Oh, yes?” answered 

Ivan. “And what team does she play for?" 

But back to social climbing, and Alccko Pa- 

pamarkou. In a town of 7 million climbers, it 

is difficult to name one man or woman as the 

Sir Edmund Hillary of social mountaineering, 

but having studied my fellow Greeks these 

past few years, 1 am willing to go out on a 

precipice and declare Alecko the city's biggest 

climber. Mind you, it took a lot of soul-search¬ 

ing to reach this decision, but my conscience is 

clear. I apologize to such people as Oscar de la 

Renta, George Wcidcnfcld, Susan Gutfrcund 

and of course jerry Zipkin, but facts are facts. 

Alecko is the undisputed numero uno. 

Although he has neither the money nor the 

naked business greed that are ihc usual pre¬ 

requisites for a successful social assault in this 

town, he has managed to reach the peak by 

walking ladies so old that they are considered 

antiquities even in Palm Beach, and by engag¬ 

ing them in conversations so banal that even 

Robin Leach would not dare repeat them. He 

is also extremely friendly—so friendly, in fact, 

that he is often mistaken for an art dealer, or 

an East Side real estate agent. 

Alecko must surely be suffering from a 

Karamazovian hangover by now, because for 

the last two months he has attended more 

charity events than Beirut has terrorists, and 

escorted more ladies than a Hollywood agent 

has phone lines. 

Unlike the great philanthropists of this me¬ 

tropolis, I do not send a list to Suzy of who 

came to dinner or whose dinner I attended, 

but l must say that the hash Reinaldo Herrera 

and Glenn Bcrnbaum gave for visiting Span¬ 

ish royals was the dullest I attended. Perhaps 

it was because 1 knew only three people there: 

Reinaldo, Glenn and my wife. Oh, and the 

duchess of Fena,a wonderful lady who l even¬ 

tually found out had been staying in my house 

(but keeping different hours than I was). 

Needless to say, come the New Year every 

climber south of 96th Street retires to base 

camp in order to take stock, reflect and plan 

future expeditions. Base camps are situated in 

the Bahamas, the Swiss Alps and Palm Beach. 

The chanty machine, too, takes a breather 

while the benefactors file their tax breaks* 

And then it starts all over again sometime in 

late spring. J) 

ARTIFICIAL 

FOR THE SWEET 
by Ann Hodgman 

PREPARATIONS FOR 

Valentines Day feasts and 

dances can get so hectic— 

maybe you should start 

making your gift candy ear¬ 

ly. Call Maid of Scandina¬ 

via now and youll still have plenty of time to 

make your costume too. 

You can get anything from Maid of Scandi¬ 

navia, a cooking-supply company in Minne¬ 

apolis: fake blueberry bits for fake blueberry 

muffins; for cake tops, giant Communion-like 

wafers decorated with a man's hands punch¬ 

ing a computer keyboard. And for the "rice" 

part of your heart-shaped Nestles Crunch 

ba rs„ there’s the mysterious substance Firm & 

Chewy 20L 

But first you'll need to buy chocolate, Let’s 

not gel real chocolate this time. Flavored Melt 

& Molds come in prettier colors than brown, 

and besides* they're magic: d they melt on the 

way home, you can scrape them up and reuse 

them without losing any flavor. Bui they're 

not shiny enough for you? Paint on some con¬ 

fectioners’ glaze and Melt & Molds "take on a 

look of line ceramic," Don't worry—the 

smell will go away when the glaze dries. 

I'm relieved finally to be able toorder Nulo- 

moline for home use. This standardized in¬ 

vert sugar will keep grainy candies from 

drying out—and it comes in a seven-pound 

pail, thank God* Fin going to use it when 1 

make those grainy Valentine's Day mints peo¬ 

ple like so much; of course, I’ll drop them 

through, my Mint Patty Funnel onto my 

grooved Vinyl Mint Mat. 

Now, which acid to use? Candy’s sine qua 

non, citric acid, is good for most fruit-flavored 

candies, but malic acid has a slightly salty 

overtone that, for some reason, makes it more 

suitable for sour-applc flavoring. 1 wonder 

EATING 
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[tow it will go with that pound of powdered 

Van-O-Van I'm getting. Van-O-Van is much 

better than real vanilla, because it’s pure 

white, it only turns brown if you leave it un¬ 

covered, (You know how air makes things 

dirty.) 

Finally, decoration. Its nice to give your 

candy a personal touch, and 1 find this is best 

accomplished with reusable plastic guys. Tiny 

plastic trout? A tiny plastic Basketball Net 

Set? (“Aren’t these players ridiculous look¬ 

ing?" the Maid of Scandinavia blurts out. 

“They are in an exaggerated position ot readi¬ 

ness lor the game.”) Tiny plastic heads ol 

graduates? They’re all here, ready lor your 

personal Valentine. Have a special, special 

time. D 

OLD ENOUGH TO 

by Ellis Weiner 

DEMOCRATS AND RE- 

publicans, liberals and con¬ 

servatives—Americans of 

every political stripe and 

coloration will he horrified 

to learn that as of this past 

I hillnween, I have been eligible to run lor 

president of the United States for an entire 

year. And although I have not run yet, there is 

no guarantee that I will continue to resist 

temptation. Turning 35 and then 36 when one 

was so recently 27 is, ol course, mitigated 

hell- hut as the hit lady said to the vicar, con¬ 

sider the alternative. 

(Actually, the hit lady said no such thing to 

the vicar. But too many hook reviews anti es 

says have cited the beloved punch lines of 

jokes supposed to he classics but that Eve nev¬ 

er heard, I find reading them wounding and 

embarrassing, like Hearing about a party to 

which 1 wasn’t invited. Well, as the prostitute 

said to the bailiff, 1 can play that game, too.) 

My first reaction, once someone reminded 

me that in fact 1 was old enough to vie lor the 

White House, was naturallv to run out the 

door and begin kissing hands and shaking ba¬ 

bies and soliciting sums of money from large 

corporate interests, I even rehearsed, smooch¬ 

ing with continental suavity my very own fin 

gets and giving my ten-month-old son, 

Nathaniel, a vigorous rattle. But then I real¬ 

ized what I was contemplating—being presi¬ 

dent. Was I worthy5 Was 1 nuts? There 

followed a spasm of civic inspection. 

Is it in one's best interests to run for, or 

from, the highest office in the land? For the 

nation s sake, is one fit to place one’s ruggedly 

unmanicured finger on The Nuclear Button, 

or ought one to stay put anti keep it firmly 

Listened on the belly button? Is one now, or 

has one ever been, a good citizen? 

In a very real sense, l have been. The scru¬ 

pulous honesty with which I pay my federal, 

state and local taxes is exceeded onlv hv mv 
* I j 

proud, flared -nostriled desire not to go to jail. 

[ am courteous to my professional peers and 

helpful to the destitute—this in New York, 

where the two groups are virtually identical, I 

hardly ever foment activity intended to 

overthrow the government, and I won t gne 

the time of day to enemies, foreign or domes¬ 

tic. I sometimes vote anti I never, ever litter 1 

am more or less a paragon of civic virtue. 

On the other hand, I happen to regard ev¬ 

ery president ol the last two dozen years as a 

graduate, cum la ode, of the institution a 

friend of mine calls L’Ecole de Bozo Arts. In 

that regard I may not be a model citizen or 

quality as presidential material. But Fm cer¬ 

tainly on my way to being a card-carrying 

grown-up. 

Adulthood, we know, consists in giving up 

the old illusions ot youth and replacing them 

with the new illusion that one at last has no 

illusions and is an adult. Thus it is with 

grown-ups too. (The terms are not quite syn¬ 

onymous. A grown-up is an adult doing 

something he would rather not do.) ()ne of the 

first fantasies that must Ik jettisoned by both 

groups is the lofty, if stupid, idea I hat the 

president of the United Stales is ail exception¬ 

al person. 

It’s a common misconception. After all, im¬ 

plicit in the trappings and ceremony sur¬ 

rounding the chief executive is the relentlessly 

repeated message “This is one great guy" The 

American child grows up absorbing the as¬ 

sumption that in order to become president, 

you have to Ik The Best Person in the 
»■ 

Country, 

But look at this lineup: Lyndon Johnson, 

Richard Nixon. Gerald Ford, Jimmy Carter. 

Ronald Reagan, A cowboy who thought he 

could wage war against poverty and Vietnam, 

for free. A paranoid who publicly regrets only 

that he wasn’t more criminal A lamebrain 

whose inadequacies showed up even on televi¬ 

sual. A former Sunday-school teacher who be¬ 

lieved he could lead the nation and manage 

Congress simply—like Jesus Christ—by set¬ 

ting a good personal example. A mediocre ac¬ 

tor who, deprived of a written script, jauntily 

improvises fantasy, nonsense and lies. 

Two hundred and forty million people and 

this is what we get? Could we have done any 
worse clcciiiijr, tu random sequence. The 

Dave ('lark Five? Docs any grown-up worth 

his salt substitute actually admire any of these 

men5 1 don’t mean a lukewarm, shilly-shally¬ 

ing fbund something-to-respectdn-them, like 

LH[+s political instincts, Nixon's realpolitik. 

Ford s, uh ... Carter's moral sense, or even— 

it kills me to say it —Reagan's good humor 

with a bullet in his lung. 1 mean headshaking, 

beer-buying admiration, the sort of feeling 

one lias toward, say, Julius “Dr. J" Erviug, or 

\ ladimir “Volodya" Nabokov, or Einstein, or 

Gandhi, or George C. Scott. 

(And don't talk to me about JFK, When 

somebody launches into one of those misty- 

eyed Caindot threnodies about The Young 

Prince, His Elegant Lady l air and The One 

Brief Shining Moment, 1 think, Kennedy 

shmenedy, threnody. My attitude about tins 

started to change about ten years ago when a 

girlfriend stunned me out ol an unexamined, 

received Jackophilia with the offhand obser¬ 

vation that "Ask nut what your country can 

do for you, etc.'’ was in fact a proto-Fascist 

formula par excellence. Your country, in a de¬ 

mocracy, exists precisely in order to "do lor 

you. ) 

I he American child believes that as Daddy 

is to him or her, so the president is to Daddy, 

The American grown-up, though, who was 

once 27 but somehow has become 36 anti a 

daddy, knows he must relinquish his comfort¬ 

ing notion ol a wise, intelligent, humane, sen 

sitivc, rational, halfway decent leader who 

isn’t a complete yutz and learn to endure 

whatever semi-ept prevaricating Rnzoid 

comes along. Grasping fully, and without de¬ 

spair, the principle that the president is not a 

first-rate person but rather some guy the 

agency sent o\ er because the first rate persons 

were all booked—perhaps that is the meaning 

of good citizenship. 

Perhaps u isn't. Still, who wants to add his 

name to that shoddy group? Therefore, 

grown-up, do not hesitate to reassure your son 

(everybody calm down—the same applies to 

daughters), America is the country where 

any young man can grow up to lie president. 

Fortunately, he doesn’t have to." 

HOWTO 
SEA 

GROWN¬ 
UP 
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gTWt fbing, An civeifaled tittlegrceii ihLnjj,. in niy view 

4, A mainrcttc twirh n haion, fn my high schrwil. in |,icr. wc 

had ,i H -.quad of m.nmc1K,% ljIIemI !■ ii I'wirlrtl-M All llm 

nrf k<n 4 ■wx.ism, I ft-al l vx . Wli.irf.m I h lit? I am nn Li-, mr |ic-r<a >n. 

9, A revenue agjtil JcttruVs tmpoujshirtc. .\ifiti1 returning is 

rrfr«. kwe in icnim is 0, unit a pucii*: version nt otri iio'rr, 

12. Nnrman Hnlrs is .i payc ho- Tlit L'nivrrsitv til Tens and 

ihc L rmcrsit> tV Tennessee .ire holh l l 

16. 11 ihl is a eur-1 and I lie.1 Word when i HewnI ^ue. lis /tttl 

and F. which is sFum fjit /hw, whkh is Icalinmtsital for'loud." 

22. A]3 IS a Wire «ti 1CI-. I.m is .i Sun. \rti> .i f lurch. E'ni Vm 

lugelhvr .ind wtial have vein got: \n, lurgei "RiEihidi-Ikibbidi 

Ron. Thais kn.MiL- sxufJ, Apiamm has lu du with kdtajuiig 

23. Eh husband is m man-igc. The wlnde iungnjgc recks ul 

sriiivut- All f i,i ■ illi is 1111er ri small jnkc Here anti iheic ,imi 

biMjx that |e,im‘ Kirkpatrick gnci bald. 

26 . Ex t ,in mean "retired." LAX is I he .ihhrev i..t<mu fw [ he I .us 

Angeles liiirrmriunal Airpuri. Ytm may recall that Fx-La* 

figured rn Dec.Either v L'n British (‘russsvord. langcul tally, 

1 hrsr referent esdri tint ctinsntitieanemlmserHeni. I'm im rt- 

fvrl, I Hi l I'd plcnlv ul fluids, iriiil and fiber is the wav (ogn. 

28. ( dib. il Jradualr Record h\arnmalicinf surrounding ran 

I .is irt "take ti e1.! vy "I*. leading !o N'.I), Taking hok! 4ilthe gre.lsy 

end ol anything while wearing gtcivcs would mess them up. 

When 1 ss,is in high school, " Hake it cave, (rre.iss. ytiuTc got a 

lung way In si ids" vs ,l>, .i pujmlar [uhficious trs press n>n 

29 . * )r. uksrri Withgud Gonad si as anulhcr popular term si hen 

3 was in high school—among us boys. Wc didn't know that 

ovaries were guii.ids, Inti We were yming. male jnrrsoris, Wc 

dated, ideally, majorettev Rjfhapi wc should have offered to 

lx nufurcllci, E tlcm't kmnv. 3t sv.is .ill sn lung agn?. 

DOWN 
I. The great thing ahoul this puzzle las opposed to Ido) is, 

where rise art you going to I ind a poor Corysor.ilc lawyer’ 

3. AlWjj: messy gj-rew. FRs: emergen. > looms, 

4. To moon is In flash one’s hindquarters,. This is an awfully 

dthftSifnt |H17./Ie, isfl’l il: I I as c Vmi lxeli to a nluvie lately5 

5. Lillie neologism here. (n> ahead, ban this puzzle .is smut. 

You’ll just whet ihc Vimlh market V desire fur it, 

6. /: energy Rniut is rude Inrm ol irtitir. Hey nouns nunns. 

7. "EshaUJtiVc, ri'v said" equals "sounds like 'thorough.’ A 

l*.-nrln. nil le.isi in tliruty, ps a good, 

II. Ag jin, it/tv m tennis is ?tkh. A sequel lo “ Since Y'tni laist 

Your Iajvc I tandlev, I 3'clT You Slipping Away." 

15. ’Wllh ulltle ccfic ]iliglil " is kind ul tricky1, finlii? ■.i'sts 

double duty, on. e in signal rearranging catc pUghi and once, 

wuh ji-j/4. Co mean "is nhoUI re!' ll this due Llidri'l has c a pig in 

il.it sviiukJ 1st .ilinov! luu :1111y r.:i Ik- vsboltt likable. 

21. I^R .ns in publk rdaliotis.iv pufluig, A ivd A TD (touch 

dowti)kmxf[vtuntsi. I Sip rh.jr.-j.r. I’tjkis makeipurlect, A dubi 

ous proijosition, but t ufer. 

22, linrish crrjsvwtudv are alts as s. queuing Shake's[ware and 

w. s. fhlbtri. Well, we have- literature user litre, um. 

25. I had hr idly ' is /d. which sounds tike ('Try word ul 

niiiLnh"! is hich rviLaris "viewed " As n says on lhe T shut 

(a lower art form than this pciz-zk f, \R| ssi H iviMt.i i s s i f 3 I 

s.isv .i T-shirt an .1 \css Orleans shop window chat said, I i-1 

raj m MV h INS. t KMIW WIIA1 t'.st IK live,. \\'ho it ears these 

T-shirts5 5 

Or treat yourself - to A MURDER OF CONVENIENCE, an 
entangling Laic of international intrigue and murder that haunts 
the sunbleached shores of Malibu, California, It’s our second 
interactive mystery-by-mail, and the ideal holiday gift for 
armchair adventurers, “whodunftUtSyr and anyone else on 
your list who says “Just surprise me!' 

From Jan, 21 through heb. 25, Mailbox Mysteries' Field 
Investigators receive six weekly evidence packets containing 
real dues (letters, photos, maps, opportunities to interview 
a witness by phone, and more)* plus monogrammed 
dossier [older, official ID card, and a chance at 
first pri^e: dinner for two with any character 
from the mystery! 

Six weeks ot deductive challenge, for yourself or 
discriminating sleuths of your choke, only $35, 
Distinctive personalized gift card for Christmas 
(order by Dec, !7)+ All signups close Jan. 16. 

MasterCard/Visa orders, call 1-800-551-6245 (In Mass., 
I-HUO-262-5226). Or scud check or money order and gifi 
instructions to; 

Mailbox Mysteries, ine, 
IJox 2t*C Dept S 

Shcrborn, Mass. 0I77H 

Mas*, rtskkms pt&m- add suiter tax, 

■¥■ * -t * ★ * ** V 
★ 3f it1 

KIT MCCLURE 
BIG BAND 

212 864-6759 
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After Kermit the Frog, the remarkable new Dianne Brill balloon 

was the big hit of Macy's Thanksgiving Day Parade. 

P^zrty Poop 
HIS IS THE NEW AGE Or OBVIOUSNESS, 

and come-hither glances ore mak¬ 

ing a comeback. The preternatural- 

ly energetic princess a# the c&me-on, Gloria Von Thorn 

und Taxis (betow), shot o musky look at a Waldorf foot¬ 

man recently as she entered the April in Paris Ball with 

unceasingly embarrassed husband Johannes. Patti L«- 

Pone (top right), at the Plaza, prefers squeezing a gourd 

(in celebration of the harvest) and smiling a goofy smile 

(in celebration of the photo opportunity). At the Astaire 

Awards, the undead debutante Ginger Rogers (right) opt¬ 

ed for the ageless coming-out-party look. Overgrown 

baby ntagul Sherry Lansing has always had goad luck 

with the classic goo'goo eyes approach, demonstrated 

here (below right) with wet-look casino operator Donald 

Trump at Harry Winston's book party for The Golden 

Circle, 

innovative GUESTS Above left: At an Excelsior Club bash, 

fashion designer Francesco Bras chi takes time out to ex¬ 

ercise her designer body with oerobiceuse High Voltage, 

whose unfortunate motto is "Flashion not fashion! Flex 
appeal not sex appeal!" Above right: Rich woman Law* 

ro Johnson, determined ta blend in with the Surround¬ 

ings, apparently pruned o bit off the six-foot-tall 

centerpieces to wear as camouflage headgear, Left: Cof¬ 

fee achiever Rick James at a Stringfellows party far 

Christina Oxenberg's "book," Taxi, Listerine heiress 

Sue Whitmore, 

solitary as usual, 

lingers behind 

the dessert toble at 

the Hilton's 

cerebral palsy 

benefit. 

ITTY-BITTY guys and G ft eat big Gals Left to right: Lord Weidenfeld steps on Lally Weymouth's toot at the 

American Book Awards, causing her to hunch forward in pain. Ta avoid towering over Brendan Gill, 

Jackie O. thoughtfully squats on the wall at the Municipal Arts Society dinner. Drastic differences in height 

don't bother some people: English tennis-dress designer Ted Tinling and Bobby Riggs seem to be 

having a swell time at o sports dinner at the Waldorf, And Arthur Schlesinger Jr., seen here at the American 

Book Awards, likes looking up to his giantess wife, Alexandra. 
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Gay divorcee Mo don no {above} and 

barmaid Neil Campbell {below) 

strut tHeir overexposed stuff at the 

Barneys AIDS benefit* 

Once in a while 
we just can’t resist 

We like to think that our customer over the past 138 years, have 
come to appreciate how diligently we attempt to offer only the 
world's best and most unique and functional merchandise. To that 
end, an independent but affiliated, not-for-profit research organiza¬ 
tion screens and evaluates every product we offer for sale. 

However, certain products, while meeting our criteria, seem by 
their very nature to defy the seriousness with which they were 
evaluated. They are, in their way, completely functional and cer¬ 

tainly “most unique'1. But add to that, quite irresistable. 

Schmeckenbecker Putter, Standard size putter with direc¬ 
tion finding compass, lucky rabbit’s foot, green-reading level, 

candle light for after dark finishes, tape measure to confirm 
“gimmie distance ", air horn to alert bystanders and more. For the 
golfer with everything but a scratch handicap, Unconditionally 
guaranteed , + , ■,. + . + ,., , + .*,,, ■,, . *. +,. + . ,$39r95 

Electrically Heated Socks, Originally developed for hunters 
and fishermen, these electrically heated socks operate on two 
D batteries (included) and keep feet warm for hours. Machine 
washable. Calf-length grey with red top. Unconditionally 
guaranteed....*.Pair $24.95 

The Mallard Duck Decoy Phone* This unique telephone 

alerts you with a series of quacks, rather than with a ring, to an 
incoming call. Made of Malayan jelutong, a fine, straight-textured 
wood, it is hand carved and painted. Can be used on either pulse or 
tone systems. LED indicators in the duck's eyes light up wrhen there 
is an incoming call or when the receiver is removed trom the base. 
Unconditionally guaranteed,....$99.50 

Established 1848 

Mammacher Schlemmer 
147 Easl 37th Street Sew York, N V 10022 (2\2} 421 -JXMKI 

New York - Chicago ■ Briefly Hilh 
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ACROSS 
I. Frolic* little green 

thing! (S). 
4. Little colonel's 
underling twirls (9)* 

9. Never returning love 
over poetic, he spoils the 

shine (9). 

10. Doctor1 Single! Finds 

no honey! (5)* 

II. Lgad! Lo! I urn 

around! It's gaining on 

us! (3,3). 
12. Norman Bates goes to 

school m Austin or 

Knoxville to throw 

someone mentally (5,3). 

14. Lute movie (5,5). 

16. Curd chewed out loud 

H). 
19. Former spouses, alter 
.i point, doing it 

backward (4). 
20. Grateful Ian and 

mayor, driven, conveying 
nothing (I(I). 

22, Wire service: "Scot 
Swallows Greek 

Concerned With Hives"!H). 
23. Husband is sexist 

personage (6). 
26. R cured coastal airport 

causes movement (2-3). 

27. Hitch put Doris up in 

them* scared them out ui 
us (9), 

28. Advanced test 

includes cool way to take 
it-—to North Dakota. 
Don't take it with white 
gloves (6,3). 

29. On being taken in by 
quaint oath, drops eggs (5). 

DOWN 

1. Poor, crazy, in a box: a 

kind of lawyer (9). 

2. The way within the 
law is hard (5). 

3. They hack out of messy 

greel i ernergeitcy rooms (8)* 

4. Full or hall or quarters 
flashed (4). 

5. Is Jud purer, confused, 

or a Meesc Commission 
lawyer1 (10), 

6. Trim by rude, crude 

energy (6). 

7. Rocking George 

provides, ids said, 

exhaustive benefit (9). 
8. t hns upset1 (5), 

13. “Zilch May Be My O 

Name, but Get a Grip on 
This" (4,6). 

15. Orwellian squeal, in 

re equals, with outre eerie 

plight (.3,3,3), 

BLOUTVT JR. 

17. Laundress edges 
toward the tub, ... In 

there! Bare (9), 

18. Being in touch is 
telling (H), 
21. Puffing, a TD flip 

makes perfect (6), 

22. "Oh who that ever 

lived and loved/Can look 

upon__ 
unmoved: —Clarence 

Day (23). 
24. Gray, like chicken l5k 

25. 1 had briefly, by word 
of mouth, viewed (4). 

ihc iinsii'ty; m thv £ n-Bntt>h 

Cvtisttvmd appem on page 59. 
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AT 
MADISON AVENUE 

MUSCLE 
WE DON’T TE NK 
OF NEW YORK’S 

HEALTH AS 
A RACKET. 

ONE-ON-ONE TRAINING 

AT 

MADISON AVENUE MUSCLE, INC.. 

THE GYM THAT PICKS UP WHERE OTHERS LEAVE OFF. 

244 MADISON AVENUE, N.Y.C. (212) 687-8196 

i 



but no one except a few crestfallen joggers seems to mind. Everyone else adores Mount Roosevelt. Subsi¬ 

dized by West way trade-in funds, composed of landfill and covered with a crust of carved quarried granite, 

the 7,231 foot peafy is paradise on 86th Street for lifers and climbers m summer and, at this time of year, 

tobogganists and skiers. Snow is manufactured by the same great, noisy machine under the Henry Hudson 

Parkway that produces Italian ices for all the city's street vendors. The chair lift accepts subway tokens, of 

course, and runs clear up from Fulton Street. Rooms at the hotel on top are free to all New Yorkers of good - 

will, and a press hi the performing Saint Bernards are a delight. -4 possible site for the 1996 Winter Olympic 

Games? Not if we can help it. I) 
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'You don't need a label to tell you 
what a FROZFRUfP frozen fruit 
bar is made of. 

Just a look. 
Or a taste. 
For FROZFRUfT gets its great taste 

from chunks of real fruit; chunks of 
pineapple, hunks of strawberry, 
shreds of coconut, whole cherries, 
bananas so ripe they taste like they 
just came off the boat, watermelon 
so real it comes with seeds. 

Just chunks, no junk* Nothing 
artificial. And just 68 calories a 
bar (120 for the coconut and the 
banana.) 

FROZFRUIT frozen fruit bars are 
available in 13 mouth-watering fla¬ 
vors. In supermarkets, delis, groceries, 
or just about anywhere there's a 
freezer. It's the perfect snack for 
people who watch what they eat. 
Or just for people who like to see 
what they eat. The only thing unreal is the taste* 

Distributed by Paleta Fruit Bar Corporation. 
(718) 934-7751 
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